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FORWARD

Years ago, as people began settling the United
States, the existing trees in the highly settled areas

began to disappear.

A newspaper man named J. Sterling

Morton wanted to come up with a way that people could

replenish the trees which they had cut down to build
homes and to clear land for farming.

Mr. Morton was also

a member of the State Board of Agriculture during this
time.

He lived in the state of Nebraska so that is where

he targeted his first "Tree Planting Day" celeiDration.
The actual celebration occurred on April 10, 1872.

This

was the beginning of Arbor Day.

Arbor Day began slowly with only a few interested

people taking part in the celebration. Over the years it
has grown to include all 50 of the United States along
■

with many other countries as well.

-

■ ^

r

Today many people

celebrate Arbor Day, however, there are still many people
who do not even know what it is or why it exists.

Day is a celebration of life.

Arbor

Trees give us life.

J.

Morton Sterling understood the necessity of trees in our

country and worked to achieve that goal.

National Arbor

Day is celebrated on the last Friday of April.

Due to

11
c

the<drastic climatic differences among the 50 stateS/

many states have chosen a different date to celebrate
Arbor Day.

A list of all the 50 states, their state

trees and the day on which they celebrate Arbor Day
follows.

STATE - STATE TREE - ARBOR DAY OBSERVANCE

Alabama - southern pine - Last full week in February

Alaska - Sitka spruce - Third Monday in May

Arizona - palo verde - either the Friday following April
1 or the Friday following February 1

Arkansas - pine - Third Monday in March
California ~ California Redwood (redwood, giant sequoia)
- March 7-14

Connecticut - white oak - April 30

Delaware - American holly - Last Friday in April
District of Columbia - scarlet oak - Last Friday in April

Florida - cabbage palm - Third Friday in February

Georgia - live oak - Third Friday in January
Hawaii - kukui - First Friday in April

Idaho - white pine - Last Friday in April
Illinois - white oak - Last Friday in April

1X1

Indiana - tuliptree - Second Friday in April
Iowa - oak - Last Friday in April
Kansas - cottonwood - Last Friday in March

Kentucky - Kentucky coffeetree - First Friday, in April
Louisiana - baldcypress - Third Friday in January
Maine - white pine - Third week in May

Maryland - white oak - First Wednesday in April
Massachusetts - American elm - April 30

Michigan - white pine - Third week in April
Minnesota - Norway pine - Last Friday in April
Mississippi- magnolia - Second Friday in February
Missouri - flowering dogwood - First Friday after the
first Tuesday in April

Montana - ponderosa pine - Last Friday in April

Nebraska - cottonwopd - April 22
Nevada - single-leaf pinon - February 28 in Southern
Nevada, April 23 in Northern Nevada

New Hampshire - white birch - Last Friday in April

New Jersey - red oak - Last Friday in April
New Mexico - nut pine or pinon - Second Friday in March
New York - sugar maple - Last Friday in April
North Carolina - pine - First Friday following March 15
North Dakota - American elm - First Friday in May

iv

Ohio - buckeye - Last Friday in April

Oklahoma - redbud - Friday following the second Monday in
February

Oregon - Douglas-fir - Last Friday in April

Pennsylvania - hemlock - Last Friday in April
Rhode Island - red maple - Last Friday in April
South Carolina - palmetto - First Friday in December
South Dakota - Black Hills spruce - Last Friday in April
Tennessee - tulip poplar - First Friday in March
Texas - pecan - Third Friday in January

Otah - blue spruce - Third Friday in April
Vermont - sugar maple - First Friday in May

Virginia - dogwood - Second Friday in March

Washington - western hemlock - Second Wednesday in April
West Virginia - sugar maple - Second Friday in April
Wisconsin - sugar maple ^ Last Friday in April

Wyoming - cottonwood - Last Monday in April

INTRODUCTION

As

we

view

our

world,

humankind

has

become

increasingly aware of the need to replenish the Earth's
natural resources.

The need for educating all people on

how to renew and preserve the Earth's resources has been
addressed by many organizations.

To educators falls the

duty of creating and instilling environmental awareness
and understanding among the Earth's future generations.
There are many areas which have received environmental
emphasis.

Due to this, it is difficult to know exactly

where to begin educating the Earth's youth.

The approach

proposed

the

here

begins

with ^ one

of

environmentally based holidays in the

oldest

United States'

history — Arbor Day.

Arbor Day began in Nebraska over one hundred years

ago.

It was the inspiration of J. Sterling Morton, a

newspaperman

and

a

member

of

the

State

Board

of

Agriculture. Later he became the United States Secretary
of Agriculture.

Arbor Day was the result of Morton's

effort to rectify the fact that almost every tree in the
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state of Nebraska had been chopped down for homes or

farming. To add to the efforts to replant Nebraska, the
State Board of Agricult-ure offered monetary prizes for
the

best

and

largest groves of trees

planted.

J.

Sterling Morton launched'his Arbor Day campaign in 1872.
The first observance of Arbor Day occurred on April 10th

of that year.
Morton

and

Many states followed the example set by

Nebraska

and

began

their

own

Arbor

Day

celebrations, j. Sterling Morton had become the "father"

of Arbor Day.

By 1920, 45 states and territories were

celebrating Arbor Day.

Morton eloquently described the

importance of this new holiday when he said:

"Other

holidays Repose upon the Past, Arbor Day Proposes for the
Future"

[sic.]

(CAN), 1990).

(California

Association

of

Nurserymen

^

Despite the fact that this important environmental
day began over one hundred years ago, few could tell you
what Arbor Day was and even less could tell you when it
is celebrated.

The idea of a tree planting day has

.spread throughout the world.

Everywhere in the world

there are trees; therefore, bringing in materials to

teach Arbor Day is as easy as stepping outside into your
immediate environment. Many other countries of the world

have also suffered from the intensive cutting of trees

and therefore, the depletion of their forest regions.
Tree planting "festivals" are celebrated all over the
world. "In Japan, it is called Greening Week. In Israel,

where it is changing the entire face of the land, it is
called the New Year's Day of the Trees.

Tree-Loving Week.

Day.

Korea has a

Iceland has a Student's Afforestatidn

Yugoslavia holds an Arbor Day in the Spring and an

Afforestation

Day

in

the

Fall.

India

celebrates

National Festival of Tree Planting" (CAN, 1990).

a

All

over the world the importance of some version of Arbor
Day is in evidence.
In the United States the variation of climates has

made it unfeasible to celebrate Arbor Day on a uniform
date:.

Each state has set their own Arbor Day date.

are the same and some are individual.

falls on the last Friday in April.

Some

National Arbor Day

In addition to all 50

states celebrating Arbor Day, each state has adopted a

state tree that is representative of their North American

region.

"Arbor Day celebrates trees in our, lives and is

a reminder to

plant trees for future

generations to

enjoy, as we give thanks to those who planted trees for
us" (The

California

Department

of

Forestry

and

Fire
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Protection, pg. 883).

Many people do not realize the importance of trees
in

our

lives.

It

would be

virtually

picture our world without trees.

impossible to

Humankind has come to

rely on trees for an abundance of reasons but probably
does

not

provide.

realize

Trees

the

extent

provide us

of

the

resources

trees

with over 50 different

products ranging from things we wear, to things we eat,
to products we use in building and everyday life.

That

does not take in to account the additional aesthetic

value trees provide us with.
and

homes

for

those

Trees even provide shelter

animals

humans

depend

upon

for

survival.

Arbor Day is a day for renewing and restoring some
of the

natural

landscapes

of the Earth.

It is

an

opportunity to help students appreciate the world around
them and plant a tree to help beautify the world for

future generations.

By ignoring this day, educators

ignore the need to help young people understand the
necessity of giving something back to the Earth rather
than just taking from it. Over the years much damage has
been done to trees and the natural environments they

support. It will take the entire world working together.
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planting trees, to begin rectifying the devastation that
has already occurred.

By educating young people on the

importance trees play in our existence, we can hopefully
prevent future

generations from

committing the

same

mistakes as past generations. Perhaps one way to do this
is to have students
of humans.

look upon the trees as an extension

John Muir aptly described this view of the

trees with these words:

It has been said that trees are imperfect
I

men,

and seem to bemoan their imprisonment^

rooted in the ground.
to me.

But they never seem so

I never saw a discontented tree.

They

grip the ground as though they liked it, and
though fast rooted they travel about as far as
we

do.

They

go

wandering

forth

in

all

directions with every wind, going and coming
like ourselves, traveling with us around the
sun two million miles a day, and through space
heaven knows how fast and far! (Teale, 1954,

pg. 315)
Students

need

to

understand

that

destroying

ultimately leads to our own destruction.

trees

We are part of

that fragile ecosystem that surrounds the Earth." When we
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ignore or abuse that place in the ecosystem, we damage or
destroy our own future.

If we think of the trees as an

extended part of ourselves, we can begin to understand
the hurt that they have already suffered.
Humankind

relies

on

the

Earth

for

their

very

existence.- Plants, animals and humankind are all part of

the

same

intertwined

ecosystem.

Without

the

life-

sustaining elements the earth and its atmosphere provide
for

humans,

life

would

not

exist.

Trees

can

help

students understand how life and the Earth work together

to keep the ecological balance that allows all forms of
life to prosper.
nature.

A tree touches all the elements of

Its roots reach into the Earth itself holding

its soil and nutrients together. A tree's branches reach

up to the sky providing the removal of toxic carbons and
replenishing the atmosphere with fresh air. The trunk of
a

tree

provides

shelter,

building

materials

aesthetic value to the face of the Earth.
with the

and

an

By beginning

simple tree, educators can embrace all the

elements of our environment in relationships students can
understand.

It has been tested and proven numerous times

that children

learn

better through experiences.

students can easily experience a tree.

All

As the Earth's

7

problems

escalate,

so

does

the

need

for

future

generations to be educated and prepared to handle those

problems.

Students live in

accordance

with their

environment without really noticing their environment.
Educators need to open their students eyes to the beauty
and wonder around them.

tended

to

concentrate

universal concerns.

depletion

of

our

In the past, educators have

on

basic

skills

and

ignored

Universal concerns, such as the

forest

lands,

throughout the curriculum.

can

be

implemented

Students need relationships

to fully understand what they are learning. If educators
were to start with the tree,' they could easily read about

trees,

use

math

skills

to

project

the

rate

of

reforestation, deforestation or growth, teach art through
the aesthetic beauty of trees and their surrounding
environments,

and

lastly

they

could discover

social

studies through the settlements of our land and its
effect

on

the

trees.

The

most

important

thing for

educators to realize is that the time for ignoring those

factors that directly affect life on Earth is gone. I do

not propose that educators throw out all other curricular
elements and focus exclusively on,the environment, but I
do feel that the excuses used for not even mentioning the
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environment are no longer plausible.

This project will be designed in such a way as to

provide educators with the materials necessary to include
Arbor Day and its importance into their present content
curriculum for all areas.

For one hundred years Arbor

Day has been influencing generations, aS educators we
must keep it alive to assure a continued future.

No one

is ever too young or too old to plant new trees or just
appreciate and help protect existing trees.
be

sure

that

our

fragile

ecosystem

does

We need to
not

meet

destruction through our own ignorance and folly.: Earth's
future will depend on those individuals educators now see

staring up at them in their classrooms.

Helping them

learn responsibility for the environment is all part of

the puzzle of watching them grow into responsible and
understanding adults.

Arbor Day may be just a small

start, but it is a place which allows all educators to
embrace the importance of environmental education.

REVIEW OF REIoATED LITERATURE

Trees.

Why are trees important to our lives and our

.environment?
same?

there were no trees, would life be the

The answer to these questions is the purpose of

the study of Arbor Day. Studying trees gives us an
insight into our environment and nature's ecosystem.

It

seems hard to believe that numerous species rely and

depend on something as simple as a tree. But the reality
is that they do.

From the lowliest insect to the largest

mammals life is intricately tied to trees.

Through

my

research,

I

have

learned

that

trees

affect and enhance our environment in a number of ways.
The rate of deforestation all over the world has caused

increasing

concern

environment.

about

the

future

of

Currently the forests on

our

present

our earth are

being destroyed at a rate of 40 to 50 million acres a

year.

This deforestation has caused the increase of

desertification all across the earth (Secunda & Dyson,

1991).

As

deserts

increase,

the

land's

ability

to

support living things decreases. Even though the earth's

ability to support life is decreasing, the population of
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human life on the earth is increasing.

Humankind seems

to have a way of destroying the things that are important
to our own survival.

By reducing the forest areas, we

are reducing the oxygen supplied by those areas.

We are

also taking away the plants that absorb the carbon
dioxide which living things breathe out.

This abundance

6f carbon dioxide is causing our problems with the ozone
layer.

Throughout history man has settled areas and refused

to live in conjunction with the environment, which has

ultimately caused the destruction of the sur|rounding*
environment.

This sequence of events is increasingly

evident in our earth's tropical rain forests.

Tropical

rain forests contain approximately half of the world's
/

■

'

■

known animal and plant species.

They also contain 70

percent of the world's 3000 identified plants that have
anticancer properties (Marchioni & Mazsa, 1988).

In a

single person's lifetime as much as a quarter of the

plants, animals and microorganisms could become extinct
due to the deforestation of these areas.

Many species

have already become extinct before humankind even had a
chance

to

take

note

of ; their

existence.

To

date,

scientists believe that the tropics contain at least 3

11

million

different

(Raven, 1988).

animal,

plant,

and

fungi

species

This number is doubLe the amount of

animals, plants and fungi found in temperate regions.
Scientists also speculate that the tropics could support

as many as 10 million different species.

Currently

scientist have identified approximately one in every six
of these species.

It is difficult to estimate the rate

of extinction of species which we know So little about;

however, it is believed that more than a million species
are presently at risk in these areas (Raven 1988).

Due

to humankind's total lack of respect for the environment

we could possibly be destroying plants, animals and
microorganisms that could help with our future survival.
In addition, the destruction of these forests has caused

an increasing amount of flooding and soil erosion tOi
occur.

Even

though

the

land

has

been

cleared

for

farming, the lack of a solid vegetational base is washing
the nutrients out of the soil at an alarming rate.

Areas

of land that in the past supported centuries of forests

including all the animals and plants that lived within
that forest, are now only lasting a few years before the
soil will no longer produce substantial crops to support

life.

By taking away the natural ecosystem of the area.
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humankind has caused the soil itself to die (Marchioni &

Mazsa, 1988).

Humankind seems to learn slowly, however,

because they continue to move on and clear more forest
areas

as

soon

unproductive.

as the

land they

are

working

becomes

This causes the area of dying soil to

increase which could ultimately lead to desertification
that

would

last

for

centuries.

This

process

of

desertification due to the deforestation of an area is

illustrated by the ruination of Ethiopia.

Their people

are now starving because the forests they used to rely on

are gone and the land will no longer: support the cash

ctops the forests were cleared ■£o create.
In other areas of the world, trees are threatened by

other elements as

well as those previously mentioned.

The United States, Canada, and northern Europe are facing
forest destruction due to the increasing acidity levels

of

rainwater.

This

acidity

level is

caused by

the

nitrogen and sulphur emissions produced by industries,
power plants and automobiles.

This acid rain, fog and

snow not only kills the existing forests, lakes and other

vegetation but it also enters the soil system itself.
The more acidic the soil becomes, the more toxic it is to

all plant life.

When the acid falls on the leaves of
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trees it absorbs the nutrients within the tree itself.

The acid will also absorb these nutrients through the

root system.

This causes the death and destruction of

the present forest system.

It not only kills the

present vegetation but due to the toxic levels of the
soil itself it prevents any regrowth of the area.

By destroying the forests of the world, humankind is
destroying their own

life, past and future.

Humans

cannot live without trees and other vegetation.

Trees

have provided us with a living history book into our

past.

By counting the rings on a tree, scientists can

discover many things.

Scientists can learn the years of

drought and the years of extreme rain.

Rings on trees

from a drought year will be small and show little growth
that year.

Rings from years of ample rainfall will be

large showing much growth during that year (Phipps &
McGowan,
discover

1981).
a

With

probable

civilizations.

these
cause

facts,
for

the

scientists
end

of

can
past

Trees grow and survive for centuries.

Some trees can be aged back to prehistoric times when
dinosaurs ruled the earth.

Structures built in previous

centuries can be approximately dated from the rings found
on the wood with which they were built.

The position of
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a tree's growth can also tell scientists information
about the past.

Trees that have grown at an angle could

possibly have lived through an avalanche that destroyed
an early settlement.

Trees tell scientists of past

floods and fires that could have had an overwhelming

impact on the past civilizations and the environment
itself. In many instances trees are our only link to the
past and our.history (phipps & McGowan, 1981).
Trees also play an important role in protecting our

ecosystem.

element

in

Everything in the ecosystem balances another

the

system,

thus

providing

a

balanced

environment where all things can live productively.

If

one element of this ecosystem disappears, it Could cause
the disintegration of the entire ecosystem.
basis of productivity of an ecosystem.

Soil is the

Trees play an

important role in protecting, preserving and rejuvenating
the

soil.

windbreaks,

Trees

protect

absorbing

water

the
to

providing shade for new growth.

soil
prevent

by

providing

flooding

and

This protection enables

the natural decomposition of organic materials to occur

thus rejjuvenating the soil so it will support plant life
(Ffolli ott & Thames, 1983),
inherer t

ability to

support

Forest ecosystems have an

an

multitude

of

plants.
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animals and human life.

If trees were taken away from

this ecosystem, the productive and support ability of the
forests would greatly decrease.

For; years
increased.

forests

decreased

instead

of

Problems have grown in proportion with the

increasing population.
ago.

have

"France,

once

This problem started centuries
80

percent forested,

had trees

coverinig only 14 percent of its territory by 1789"
& Heise, 1988, p. 6).

in

th^

New

World

in

When the Pilgrims arrived

1630,

forest

approxiimately 385 million hectares.

land

totaled

"By 1920, trees

covered. 249 million hectares, more than a third less than

when European settlement began" (Postel & Heise, 1988, p.
7).

tropicall

the early eighties, 11.3 million hectares of

land

were

annually

cleared.

The

rate

of

revegetjation of that land in crops was less than half of
the lost tropical forest.

"Thus 10 hectares were being

cleared for every 1 planted.

In Africa, the ratio was 29

to 1; in Asia, 5 to 1" (Postel & Heise, 1988, p. 7).

Depletion of these forest regions can be directly linked
to the increasing climatic changes.

As the trees are

depleted, more carbon remains in the air causing the
earth's atmosphere as a whole to change. This is causing
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the increase in the earth's temperature, known to most

scientists as the greenhouse effect (Gough & Noel, 1989).
It is also causing the shift in temperatures throughout

most regions of the earth.

effected by this.
than

a

vital

Weather patterns may also be

Thinking of trees as anything less

part

of

our

ecosystem

will

result

in

continued depletion of a vital life giving force.
Humankind,

animals

and

even

heavily on trees just to survive.
animals

food.

use trees as their

other

plants

rely

Many species of

homes and their source

of

Animals that do not live in trees still depend on.

trees for shelter and for a source of food.

Young plants

would not be able to survive the forces of nature if it

were not for the protective cover of stabilized trees.
Small plant life

also

attach themselves to the tree

itself to benefit from the trees generation of nutrients.

Humankind depends on trees for materials to build homes
and factories.

nylons,

floor

Trees provide us with paper, perfume,

wax,

candy,

explosives,

nuts,

salt,

printing ink, plastic eating utensils and much much more
(California

Association

of

Nurserymen,

1990).

In

addition, trees provide humankind with an opportunity to

improve our environment and our immediate landscape.
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They shelter us and our homes from the harmful forces of
nature.

Trees provide a sound barrier between our homes

and roadways, helping to eliminate dust as well.
Trees are often taken for granted and their value to life

belittled.

The impact a tree has on all forms of life

has become abundantly clear throughout this literature

search.

Arbor Day is a day to honor the tree and its

contributions and value to our life and our environment.
For

the

educator

who

has

not

embraced

the

need

for

environmental education, this is a great stepping stone

into our ecosystem.
already

discovered

Even for the educator Swho has
the

need

for

building

increased

environmental awareness among future generatiohs. Arbor

Day is an integral part of the program.
must

plant

trees

generations.
maturity.

Trees

to

enhance

take

years

and

to

Each generation
enrich

grow

future

into

full

We must always remember that in our lifetimes

trees we plant will begin to grow but not reach the full
potential of their usefulness until we are long gone.

Our early ancestors found a planet with an abundance of
forested areas.

Through misuse and pollution generated

by what we have called progress, our forested areas have
become just an echo of their former magnificence.

There
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has always been a few people who valued the land and its

relationship to life.

The early North American indians

believed that humans belonged to the land; the land did
not belong to humankind.

This belief caused them to

value land and the life it created.

These indians did

not take more than they needed from the land and did not
leave scars on the land after they left.

It was not

until the early settlers ar,rived that the land became
misused.
'

The

misconception

■

■

that

■

■

trees
!

would

always

■

"

regenerate themselves only held true when the rate of

deforestation was equal to the rate of growth®;
days ended long ago,

began to
survive,
humankind

realize
but
was

in

As, time marched on more people

that the trees
the

more

Those

early

days

interested

in

would
of

need help to

land

their

development

own

survival.

They did not realize that in the long run they were
harming their own kind in nuiherous ways.
the

devastation

that

has

already

Realization of

occurred

sinking in on the generations of today.

is

slowly

If we had but

listened to those others long ago, we could hava avoided

some of the devastation we are now facing.

The job of

rejuvenating the land would also not be so overwhelming
for our generation.

la his book "Our National Parks"
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published in 1901, John Muir'gave an adept interpretation
of the plight of the trees:

Any fool can destroy trees.

They cannot run

away; and if they could, they would still be
destroyed—chased and hunted down as long as
fun or a dollar could be got out of their bark

hides, branching horns, or magnificent bole
backbones.

Few that fell trees plant them;

nor would planting avail much toward getting
back anything like the noble primeval forests.

During^ a man's life only saplings can 6be
grown, in the place of old trees—tens . of
centuries old—that have been destroyed.

It

took more than three thousand years to make
some of the trees in the Western woods—trees

still standing in perfect strength and beauty,

waving and singing in the mighty forests of
the

Sierra.

eventful

long

centuries

before

trees,

Through

saved

since

that—God
them

all

Christ's

has

from

the

cared

drought,

wonderful,
time—and

for

these

disease,

avalanches, and a thousand straining, leveling

tempests and floods; but he cannot save them
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from fools—only Uncle Sam can do that.

National Parks have protected many of our native trees in
the United States, however, all the land in the National

Parks only account for one-fourth of the forests in the
United States. The rest is privately owned and in danger
Of deforestation.

It will take all of the people of the

world and all of the governments of the world working

together in order to help save the existing forest areas
for future generations.

Deforestation has become a

global concern, it is, no longer only applied to a few
nations.

What one nation does environmentally effee

the others by■producing acid rain and global warming. By

educating the future generations, we can hopefully avoid
continuing to aggravate and increase the problems created
in the past.

Trees

ecosystems.

are a pivotal point in our environmental

Many plants, animals, organisms and even

humankind itself

rely

on trees.

In many

ways

trees

effect daily life for a number of creatures. Many plants
and animals live on and within the trees themselves.

Due

to this fact, trees can also be a pivotal point in the

study of our environment.

Environmental education has

been receiving increasing emphasis in the past few years.
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A problem occurs however, when it comes to actually

teaching the environment.

There are so many diverse

views and ideas that it becomes difficult for educators

do know which is critically important and which is just

a group or or<^ani2ation's opinion. Many educators erect
barriers they feel are valid in order to avoid facing the
growing need for environmental enlightenment.

Trees are

an integral part of all communities, not just forest
areas. Try to imagine your community itself without even
one

tree.

In

impossibility.

today's

society,

that

is

a

virtual

Humankind has developed an aesthetic

consciousness toward their own immediate environment. In

fact, one of the first things people of today do when
moving into a new place, is to plant a tree.

Therefore,

in any given school's immediate environment, there is an
abundance of readily available links to the environment
and the education of the environment.

Educators, at

times, tend to make "mountains' out Of mole hills" when
faced with a new element of curriculum.

Trees are an

integral part of ecosystems just as they are an integral

part

of

curriculum.

Our

environment

is

constantly

surrounding us and available to us as a resource if we

just look.

In many cases trees provide students and
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adults with an abundance of possibilities in the area of

play (Schicker, 1988).
fbrts,

Children often use trees for

safe base, climbing, swinging and even

sitting under with a friend.

just

Adults looking for a place

to relax outside do not automatically go to the area in
the direct sun, they instead search for that one perfect
area that is in the shade.

Even our pets seek out the

protection

the

of

trees

from

elements

of

nature.

Environmental education will not solve all the problems

of our present environment, but it will help build the
awareness that our environment should not be taken for

''s studehts are our future.

It is important

that educators enlighten them as to the importance of our
earth.

starting

To begin this process educators need to have a

point.

starting point.

I

believe that Arbor

Day

is that

Educators can initiate their students

into environmental awareness without overwhelming them or

having to discuss environmental issues outside of the
students basic knowledge background.

Today's students

are going to'' face many challenges pertaining to the
environment.

In

its

January

2,

1989

issue.

Time,

identified four critical problems that will play a role
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in the future of students:

1.

Extinction of plants and animalfe due to

disappearing forests;

Global warming caused by carbon dioxide

2.

from

cars,

factories,

plants

power

(industrialized nations) and the burning of

tropical forests (less developed nations);
3.

Waste (industrial nations are highest in

household-generated

garbage

and

toxic

industrial waste)/

4.

Overpopulation

(90%

of

the

p Dpulation

growth is occurring in the developing

nations,

leading to a desperate effort to pro duce

more

food, chopping down of forests for firewood,

overgrazing of grasslands, and overpl anting of

croplands)(Riggs-Salter, 1989, p.144).
It becomes apparent after reading the abov 5 list, that it
is time we got serious about environmehtal
(DeVall, 1984).

education

Environmental awareness among students
I

It is a process that begins

will not occur overnight.

with

the

beginning

of

hopefully, a lifetime.
familiar

to

the

their

education

and

lasts.

By beginning with something

students

educators

can

begin

the
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enlightenment process without the students even being
aware of the proposed outcome.

Starting with Arbor Day/

is starting with a simple tree.
teach

a

five

year

old

It is not feasible to

(Kindergarten)

about

global

warming, but it is feasible to achieve that level of
enlightenment by the time
thirteen (Sixth grade).

students reach twelve

or

Throughout education, it is

important to build upon the students already existing
knowledge.

By

starting

an

Arbor

Day

program

in

kindergarten and building upon it each year, by the time
students reach their teens, a tree will no longer be just

a place to find shade or climb on.

As shOwn through my

research, trees are just the beginning.

They are a

pivotal part of the whole environment and therefore an
excellent place to pivot our educational program on the
environment from.

This project will be a resource to

educators centering on Arbor Day and the trees that are
so vital to our lives.

>
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STATEMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES"

To achieve my desired outcome for this project, it
was necessary to set goals and objectives. The goals and
their related objectives were set in order for educators
and students to achieve success with this program.

program

was

designed

for the

elementary levels

kindergarten through sixth grade.
source

for

educators

to

use

The

of

It was designed as a
in

beginning

their

environmental education program with the celebration of

Arbor Day.

The goals and objectives of this project are

as follows:

GOAL 1:

of

Arbor

To build an understanding of the importance

Day

due

to

the

environmental

impact

and

contribution to the delicate balance of nature of trees
and forests.
OBJECTIVES:

1.

To

illustrate

the

fact

that

trees

are

an

integral part of their given ecosystem.

2.

To portray the fact that humankind is dependent

upon trees for their existence.
3.

To instill in others the understanding that any
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trees taken from the environment by humans must be
replaced by humans.

GOAL 2:

To provide teachers with a background

knowledge of Arbor Day, trees and forests; a developed
curriculum for K—6 and necessary materials and resources

to effectively

put

Arbor Day

and trees

into their

curriculum.
OBJECTIVES:

1.

Sequential

curriculum

materials

will

be

available to assist lesson planning based on the
1990 California State Science Framework.

2.

Teachers will be provided with the history of

Arbor Day including the many varied dates it is
celebrated.

GOAL 3:

To provide teachers with a list of extended

literature to incorporate the value of trees throughout
I

their curriculum.
OBJECTIVES:

1.

Literature list will contain recommended level.

GOAL

4:

To

increase

student

awareness

of

the

importance of Arbor Day.
OBJECTIVES:

1.

Students will be exposed to a variety of media
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about Arbor Day.

2.

Students will be exposed to a variety of media

about trees and products provided by trees.

3.

Students will be exposed to a variety of media

about

the

impact

environment.

and benefits

of trees

on

our
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DESIGN OF PROPOSED PROJECT

This

project

was

designed

to

help

educators

incorporate Arbor Day and the relating environmental
issues into their present curriculum content.

goals

and

their

related

objectives

will

My stated

guide

the

developmental processes needed to make this a workable

program for educators of grades K-6.

I have worked, to

make this program one that does not repeat itself but
instead builds upon itself year after year.

TO help educators acquire an understanding of the

importance of trees and the environment, my first step
was to provide a background history of past mistakes
humankind

has inadvertently

environment.

done to harm

our current

I worked to instill the love of trees into

educato^rs through the use of factual records from the

past and present regarding the deforestification of our
Earth's natural forests.

In addition, I aptly explained

the importance of trees in our daily lives and the
existence of human life on this planet.

I feel that once

educators realize the actual impact a simple tree has on
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a variety of living creatures, including humans, they

will be open to the acquisition of Arbor Day into their

present curriculum content.

These steps have satisfied

my previously stated Goal 1 and its related objectives.

My next step in the organization of my project was
to provide teachers with the background history of Arbor
Day itself.

To accomplish this, I compiled a summary of

Arbor Day's

evolution

into

awareness of the Earth.

humankind's

environmental

I listed other resources that

contained a more in depth understanding of Arbor Day with

each publications specific concentration of information.
This section also includes a representative list of all
the countries around the world that celebrate some form

of Arbor Day.

In addition, I also included an overview

of the states in our own country that celebrate Arbor Day

a^long with the date they celebrate this day.

Lastly,

this section includes a list of state trees for each of

the
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United' States.

This

second

step

in

the

organization of my project has satisfied my stated Goal
2 and its related objectives.

The third step in the organization of this project
was to provide teachers with a list of literature about
trees to use across their curriculum content.

This will
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relieve teachers of the arduous task of compiling their

own literature base on the topic of trees.

It has also

relieved teachers of the time consuming task of reading
each

of

the

related

literature

books

in

order

to

determine if it would be appropriate for their given

grade level.

This organizational step has satisfied my

stated Goal 3 and its related objectives.

Step four in my project was to provide teachers with
an in depth list of available resources that will enhance
student understanding concerning trees, Arbor Day and the

importance of both on our environment. This listing will

help .teachers plan a program that^ meets the goals they
have set for themselves in teaching the importance of
trees

to

their

recommended

students.

grade

levels

This

posted

section

next

to

also

each

has

entry.

These posted grade levels will help teachers in planning
and also alleviate the problem of curriculum content in
this area repeating itself year after year instead of

building upon itself year after

year.

This section

contains resources ranging from posters to films and
videos.
use

with

It also contains some hands on experiences to
students

learning processes.

to

enhance

their

experiences

and

This step satisfies my stated Goal
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4 and its related objectives.

I have also included in my project some examples of

lessons I personally have used with second and third

grade

students.

I

have taught Arbor Day

and its

importance to my own classroom of students for the past

five years.
studies

I have managed to incorporate Arbor Day

into

endangered

environmental

species

issueS/

lessons.

I

Earth

have

Day,

and

included

a

description of the enthusiasm and understanding I have
been able to instill in my students.

These examples are

listed throughout the "Lesson Plan Ideas" section of this
project.

My project addresses Arbor Day, trees and their
effect on the environment and humankind's past'disregard

of the importance of trees in our natural landscapes and
life

itself.

I

have

based

my

project

on

the

1990

California State Science Framework Life Sciences section.

My project does not branch out far enough to encompass
all the environmental issues of today.

My project is

also limited to the elementary grades (K-6) and does not
include

recommendations

education.

for

the

secondary

levels

of
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LESSON IDEAS

The 1990 state science framework h^s changed some
aspects of the old science curriculum. The new framework
has

integrated the

elements

of science

separating them into individual parts.
this

project,

developed;

the

new

therefore,

science
this

texts

rather than

At the time of
had

project's

not

grade

been
level

estimates parallels the guidelines set in the framework.

According to the state framework, the section on life
sciences has been changed to the following:

In previous frameworks the topic Living Things was
divided into separate sections on plants, protists,
animals and human beings.

Although it is feasible

to separate curricula into these component parts

(and many teachers prefer instructional materials
that do so), the present framework is designed to

emphasize

living

the

continuity

systems,

histories.

their

and

comparability

components,

needs,

of

and

In this way the concepts of integrative

themes are stressed.

Whichever format is used, it

is essential to show that classification of living

things is based on evolution, because evolution
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explains both the similarities among living' things
and the diverse paths taken by different groups

through

geologic

time.

(California

State

Department of Education, pg. 116)
As stated in the framework, science is an integrated

Study.

Each element effects in some way other elements.

My project focuses on Arbor Day and trees; however, as I
have previously stated in this paper, the study of trees

can be a beginning point into other areas of study. With
this in, mind, I hope to provide teachers with the means
to "leap" into their life science curriculum.
framework

has divided the

three sections.

The state

Life Sciences element into

These sections are: Section A - Living
■

■

• ■

■

t

■

Things; Section B- Cells, Genetics, and Evolution; and.
Section C - Ecosystems.

Each section contains its own

elements which need to be addressed.

To give teachers

the easiest access to information, I have separated the

sections and given activities to go with each.

In this

way teachers will be able to address the element which
they wish to emphasize in their lessons.
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BRIMftRY LESSON IDEAS

SECTION A-1 - CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS:

In the primary grades (K-3), the study of life
science portrays the basic elements of what is important
to

sustain

life.

"All

living

things

need

certain

resources to grow, such as food, water, and gases to

breathe" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 116).
meet

this

element

of

the

framework,

the

To

following

activities could be used.

1.

Seeds - Many trees grow from seeds, though it

may take thousands of years,
tree seeds.

Look at different types of

Where do trees store their seeds?

inside fruit, in pine cones, etc,)

(acorn,

Use the different

types of seeds you find to make a seed mosaic. You could
even use the seeds to build a tree.

2.

Take a walk around your school grounds and tally

all the different types of seeds.

Make a graph of your

findings.

3.

Take some seeds and plant them in different

environments.

Put one in a baggy or cup with no soil

only a moist cloth.

Put another in a baggy or cup with

a moist cloth but no soil and no oxygen.

Put another in
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a baggy or cup with soil but no oxygen.
a baggy or cup with soil and oxygen.

Put another in

Have students keep

track of the progress of the seeds by drawing what they
see once or twice a week.

their data sheet.

This drawing paper becomes

Let this experiment continue for

approximately a month. This is something that is ongoing
while you continue with other lessons. When all the data
has been collected discuss your findings. This will show

students how plants need air, water and soil to grow. If

you wish to take this a step further, put one seed in the
dark to emphasize the need for light.

When choosing a

type of seed for this experiment, look closely at the
rate of germination (growth). Young; students cannot" wait
long periods for results so it is advised that you use a

type of seed with a relatively quick germination rate.
Tree seeds are usually slow to germinate so you may wish

to use vegetable seeds that tend to germinate quickly.
Another helpful hint is to monitor the watering yourself.
Students tend to drown the seeds.

4.

You can do the same experiment described in #3

but begin with young plants instead of seeds.

This can

be a next step after the previous experiment or can be
used by the older students (grade 3) as their experiment.
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Follow the same steps as with the seeds but be sure to

add the step where you deprive the plant of light.
5.

Where does a tree get food?

To help students

understand that the food comes to the tree through the

roots, draw a large picture of a tree from the roots up.

You can then use this picture to, chart the path that
nutrients from the soil take to go into the tree.

further display this, use a stalk of celery.

To

If you put

the celery in colored water, the colored water will
slowly fill the veins on the celery as the celery drinks
the water.

This will show students how a tree drinks

through its roots. ,

,

6. Project Learning Tree's activity "A Tree From an

Acorn Grows" located on page 83.

Students wili discover

the way a tree.propagates itself.

SECTION A-2 - STRUCTURES OF LIVING THINGS, INTERACTIONS,
MAINTENANCE AND GROWTH OF THE ORGANISM:

The next element under life science for the primary

grades deals with the way living things interact with the
environment.

"Living things have structures that do

specific things to help the organism live and grow and
meet

their

needs

as

they

interact

with

their

environments" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 118).
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The following activities will help students understand
this element.

1. Project Learning Tree's activity "Tree Cookies"
located on pages 60 and 61.

Students will be able to

perceive time through tree growth.
2.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Trees as

Habitats"

located

on

pages

112-114.

This

activity

portrays the interaction between trees and the animals
that live in them.

3.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Tree Shapes,

Natural and Unnatural" located on page 17.

This activity

bring in geometric shapes to the Study of trees.
4.

Read stories about forests and rainforests and

discuss the trees that live there and how they help the

animals and

people.
us with?

other plants.

Discuss how trees help

What do trees do for us?

What do they provide

What would we do without trees?

into two groups.

Divide class

Have one group draw a mural of the

school or other common area with no trees, while the

other group draws the same area with trees.
5.

Project Wild's activity "Forest in

located on pages 91 and 92.
environments change.

a

Jar"

Students will see the way
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6. Project Wild's activity "Everybody Needs a Home"

located on pages 31 and 32.

This sbows students the

necessities that all plants and animals need.

7.

Show students pictures of trees that have grown

in a unique way due to avalanche, wind, flood, drought,
river flow or any other of natures wonders. Discuss with
students how these trees adapted to their new environment
as the environment changed around them.

the same thing?

Can people do

Will the new trees growing grow in the

same way as the trees already there?

This discussion

should help students understand thd way trees adapt to
their given environment.

8.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Did You Ever

Eat a Pine Tree?" located on page 50.

Students will

learn the importance of the forest and other plants to
humankind and animals.

SECTION A-3 - REIATIONSHIPS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF LIVING
ORGANISMS:

The next element of life science as stated by the

framework deals with evolution.
are

known

to

be

related,

"All living organisms

because

they

have

the

characteristics of life (they breathe, take in food,

reproduce, and so forth).

Life has been on earth for a
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long time.

Many plants and animals, such as dinosaurs,

trilobites, mammoths, giant tree ferns, and horsetail

trees,

lived

long

ago

but

have

become

(Department of Education, 1990, pg. 121).

extinct"

This element

of life science lets the educator branch out to cover

■ '
' ,
■
■
■
■
■ ■
■
endangered species. When most people think of endangered

species

they

think

of

animals,

however,

numerous plants that are also endangered.

there

are

One of the

most visible for California is the Giant Redwoods.

The

following activities will help students understand what
endangered means and how it affects them.

1.

Project

Learning

Wounds" located on page 86.

Tree's

activity

"Healing

This activity shows us the

way trees haye the ability to heal themselves.
2.
know

Endangered versus Extinct - many students do not

the

difference

between

these

two

words.

Tell

students a story using flannel board characters or real

pictures.

As you tell your story display the characters

or pictures.

When you come to the part of the story

where you are talking about things that are extinct take
the character away (completely out of sight) and explain
to students that it is gone forever.

To display your

characters that are endangered, draw or show a picture of
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a woodcutter getting ready to chop down the tree or fire

getting ready to clirob the tree.

Primary students tend

to remember things in story form more frequently then

things just told to them. Your story can be anything you
create but your pictures or characters should be real
trees.

Later you can have students do a class graph of

endangered and extinct trees.

SEGTION A-4 - HUMAN INTERACTION WITH LIVING THINGS:

The next element under life sciences deals
human

interaction

with the environment.

plants and animals for food and clothing.

"Humans

with
use

They farm the

soil, mine resources from the earth, and get energy by
burning fuels, including wood, which is also used to make

^)aper and to build.

. . . Living things and essential

resources need to be respected" (pepartment of Education,
1990, pg. 125).

This section will allow students to

discover the numerous resources that come from trees.

The following activities will help.

1.

picture

Use the list of products from trees to build a

of

the

importance

of

trees

to

Students will be amazed at the product list.

humankind;.
Graph the

products on a chart based on things that are essential
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for human life and things that are luxuries.

things

that

are

essential,

what

materials

substituted to produce the same effect?

Of the

can

be

Your final

results should be the things that only trees can give us.
2. Project Wild's activity "Playing Lightly on the
Earth" located on pages 211 and 212.
difference

between

damaging

and

not

Explains the
damaging

the

environment.

SECTION B-1 - CELL STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH:
This element of the framework discusses the smaller

structures of life.

"All living things are made of

smaller

such

structures,

as

tissues

and

organs"

(Department of Education, 1990, pg. 127). This aspect of
life

is

difficult

for

small

children

to

understand;

therefore, I will put this section in the simplest of
terms.

1.

Discuss with students the things which a tree

needs to survive.

Things such as; food from soil that

worms enrich, water from runoff, light from the sun, and

plain old simple air. These are all small organisms that

help the tree survive and that could not survive without
the tree.

To illustrate this to students, take some
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seedling trees and deprive each one of them of one of
these elements.

This will - show students how closely

these organisms must work, together to survive.

2. ,

Keepers

of

the

Earth

Cyclers", located on page 140.

activity

"Nutrient

This activity helps

students understand the interaction on organisms on the
forest floor.

3.

Project Learning Tree's activity "What's in

Soil", located on page 87-88. Students will discover all
the elements on soil and where they came from.

SECTION B-2 - GHARA.CTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS THAT ARE
PASSED ON THROUGH GENERATIONS:

This element of Section B discusses the inherited

traits of life forms.

"Living things resemble their

parents because all parents pass on their physical
characteristics

to

their

offspring"

(Department

of

Education, 1990, pg. 128).
1.

Plant different types

label each plant.

of seeds.

Be sure to

When they begin to grow, check to see

if each seed grew into a plant resembling their bigger
full grown

relatives.

Do

acorns

grow

Redwoods? Do flower seeds grow into trees?

findings as a class.

into

Giant

Discuss your

This lesson can be related to the
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students themselves and their families.

This takes the

lesson into the realm of Social Studies.

SECTION B-3 - LIFE'S CH2^GES AND DIVERSIFICATIONS THROUGH
TIME:

This

third

and

final

element

of

Section

B

is

concerned with the changes living organisms go through.

"All living things have features that they inherit from
their parents.

All life forms are related to each other

because they share common features.

Living things are

grouped together on the basis of these features, which
they have inherited from common ancestors" (Department of
Education, 1990, pg. 130).

1.

Gather pictures of all different types of

redwood trees.

By looking carefully at these pictures

have the class generate a list of similarities
differences.

and

From this generated list, have students

draw a picture of what they think the original redwood
looked like.

Which characteristics did it have?

This

activity can be done with any family group of trees.

SECTION C-l - ECOSYSTEMS AND HOW ORGANISMS INTERACT IN
ECOSYSTEMS:

This section focuses on ecosystems.

This first
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element deals with the interaction of all elements in the

development of a given ecosystem. "Living things live in
particular kinds of environments, because these are where
they find the things and the conditions that they^need to

survive" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 136). This
element

continues

to

explore

the

concepts

of

adaptation to each other and the environment.

plant

"Living

things interact with other living thing in many ways,
depending on each other for food, shelter, and mutually
advantageous

purposes

such

as

social

groupings"

(Department of Education, 1990, pg. 137).

1.

Keepers of the Earth activity "Brother Soil,

Sister Tree" located on page 35-36.

This activity shows

students the way trees rely on elements around them;

including humans.

It also shows how the elements around

the tree rely on the tree.

2.

Project

Learning

Tree's

Habitats" located on pages 112-114.

activity "Trees

as

This activity helps

students understand the impact trees have on all the
animals around it.

3.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Did You Ever

Eat a Pine Tree?" located on page 50.

This activity

helps students realize the importance trees play in the
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lives of humankind.

4.

'

Divide your class into two groups.

Have one

group draw a mural of your school without trees of any
kind.

Have the other group draw a mural of your school

with the trees it has and any additional trees they feel

it needs.

Compare the two murals.

Using the murals as

a base, brainstorm a list of products that you use at the
school that you would no longer have without trees. Have
students write a story about their day at the school
without the benefit of products from trees.

SECTION C-2 - THE ENERGY FLOW WITHIN AN ECOSYSTEM:

This element of the framework deals with the energy

an ecosystem produces.

"Living things must gain energy

from their environment, either by converting it from

sunlight (algae and plants) or by eating other organisms
or organic matter" (Department of Education, 1990, pg.
138).

1.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Can You Dig

It?" located on page 92.

This activity helps students

identify daily energy used and which energies used are
renewable.

2. Project Learning Tree's activity "Another Way of
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Seeing" located on page 150.

This activity looks at the

human aspect, both in the past and now.
3.

Discuss with students where the air we breathe

comes from.

Once they realize that without trees and

other green plants we wouldn't have air to breathe they
start looking at trees in a new way. How can we help the
trees in our community to survive?

Without those trees

/v^ould we be able to survive?

SECTION C-3 - CHANGES IN ECOSYSTEMS:

This element deals with the changes ecosystems must

go

through

intervention.

due

to

natural

phenomena

or

human

"As seasons change, living things also

change. Each species has its own life cycle. Events in
its life cycle are matched with particular events in its
surroundings.

Ecosystems have changed through time as

the living things in them have also-changed.
of

organisms

have

appeared,

and

others

New kinds

have

become

extinct" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 139). This
elements lets us explore the simple elements of change as
seen in the seasons of the year.

It also lets us look at

larger ecosystems and the changes that occur due to human
intervention and ignorance.
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This is an excellent time to bring the tropical

rain forests into your curriculum. There is an abundance
of information about these forests, including fiction and
non-fiction literature books directed at children.

Rain

forests are also an excellent vehicle to use in studying

this aspect of the framework. Due to human intervention,
there are many plant and animal life forms that are

already extinct in these forests.

Plants in the rain

forests also have an abundance of healing qualities that

we are slowly destroying due to our ignorance.

Rain

forest Study will definitely help teachers show their
students

about

organisms

that

appear

and those that

become extinct.

1.
world.

Using a map, locate the rain forests of the
Students will discover that the majority of them

are near the equator. Use pictures and books to discover
the abundance of plant and animal life that inhabit these
forests.

Generate a list of products which humankind

gets exclusively from these fore^sts.

Have students draw

a picture of the rain forest (you may wish to do this in
mural form).

In addition students can write a factual or

a fictional storey about a day in the rain forests.
2.

Initiate a study of the seasons of the year.
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You may wish to have this project go all year with
students collecting leaves of different colors to study
and use for art.

Studying seasons can take you into the

. science study of weather also.

3. Project Learning Tree's activity "Large Leaves"
located on page 111.

This activity leads students

through a study of leaves.

4.

Project Learning Tree's activity "The Second

Little Pig" located on pages 11-12. This activity shows
students the products which humans are dependent upon
trees for/
/

thus, leading to the destruction

of our

fdrests.

5.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "Signs of

Fall" located on page 24.

This helps students learn the

difference between deciduous and evergreen trees.

SECTION

C-4

-

ECOSYSTEMS:

RESPONSIBILITIES

OF

HUMANS

TOWARD

'

This final section of the framework for Life Science

discusses

the

responsibility

of

humans

to

the

environment. "Human practices can often affect the well

being of other species in the environment. Humans should
respect living things and foster their survival. Because
we depend on other species for food, clothing, shelter.
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and other

needs

and

will

continue

to

do

so,

it

is

important for humans to respect nature and conserve
natural habitats, resources, and species" (Department of

Education, 1990, pg. 141). The human impact on the world
around us can be productive or devastating.

years

humankind has

had a tendency to

Through the

act

without

thinking about future consequences of those actions.
Over

the

centuries

learned

men

have

been

trying

to

forstal what they saw as the destruction of our world.

Now it is up to us as educators to release into society
a generation of citizens which respect the environment
and work to keep

what

we have

and restore

what our

ancestors carelessly squandered.

1.

Project

Learning

Tree's

Wounds" located on page 86.

activity, "Healing

This shows - students damage

done to trees and the trees ability, in most cases, to
heal itself.

2. Project Learning Tree's activity, "Adopt-A-Tree"
located on pages 4-6.

This activity helps students

appreciate a tree and notice the changes it goes through.
3.

Project

Learning

Tree's

activity,

Personification" located on pages 25-26.

helps

students

portray

their

"Plant

This activity

feelings

about

the

,
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environment.,

4.

Recycling.

Begin recycling in your classroom.

All paper comes from trees.

An average person in North

America uses 580 pounds of paper each year! By recycling
newspaper in your classroom you can actually save trees.

If your clas's recycles three feet of newspaper, you-have
saved one tree. This is very important when you think of

all the newspapers printed each day. Each Sunday alone,
the United States uses more than 500,000 trees in the

newspapers it reads. Think of all the trees that died to
give us the news.

5.

Plant trees.

Ask around your community at

nurseries to see if you can get a donation of a tree for

your school for Arbor Day. If not, have your students do
a fund raiser to buy a tree for this special day.

Let

your class plant the tree themselves (it has more meaning
that way),.

In addition, the forest service is usually

able to find seedling trees for you to give to your

students to plant at home.

The forest service may even

allow your class to take a fieldtrip to the mountains to
help them plant trees.
6.

GET INVOLVED!!

Protect the trees already in existence on your-

school site and community.

Once students understand the
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iiriportance of trees they are the best proctors of other
who abuse them.

They can build basins around existing

trees so that they are easier to water.

They can also

identify and label the trees so that your playground
becomes a learning center on plant life.
7.

Share with their families.

Many students share

the knowledge learned in school with their families.

If

we as teachers instill in our students a love for trees,

they will pass that love onto their siblings at home.
They may even get their parentsV to

,

'

become environmentally conscience,

INTERMEDIATE LESSON IDEAS

SECTION A-1- CHARACTERISTICS OP LIVING THINGS:

For the intermediate grades, this section takes the

study of Life Science one step further.

"Living things

grow, metabolize food, reproduce, and interact with their
environments,

all living things have basic requirements

of nutrition and growth, needing food, water, and gas

exchange for respiration.

Plants, as well as some one-

celled organisms that can photosynthesize, are able to
make food out of air and water, using the energy from
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sunlight and nutrients from soil or water" (Department of
Education,

1990, pg. 116-117).

This section helps

students focus on the processes plants go through to
create air and food for mankind.

The following lesson

ideas will help illustrate these processes to students.
1.

School Gardening - Grow a garden on your school

site with students doing ALL the work.

This will show

students the needs of plants before they are planted and

during the production of their fruit.
able to see the changes.

Students will be

To emphasize each elements

importance, deprive a section of one element.

Have one

section that you do not water, another that is in the
shade and doesn't get sunlight, and one section where

plants are deprived of both.

Vegetables grow faster so

Students do not become bored with the process, however,
fruit trees will add benefit to your school site for many
years.

2. Project Learning Tree's "Sunlight and Shades of
Green".

This activity will help students observe the

effects of sunlight on plant leaves.
of photosynthesis.

This is the basis
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SECTION A-2 - STRUCTURES, rHTERACTIONS, MAINTENANCE AND
GROWTH OF LIVING ORGANISMS:

This section deals with how organisms perform,their
functions

and

how

they

interact

with

each

other.

"Muiticelled organisms have particular tissues (e.g.,

bones,

muscles,

wood), organs

(e.g., livers, lungs,

hearts, stems, roots, leaves), and organ systems (e.g.,

circulatory,
specific

respiratory,

life

functions

reproductive) that perform
(structural

support,

water

regulation, digestion, circulation of nutrients, and so

forth)" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 118).

This

section goes on to study the process of life itself.
"Organisms progress through life cycles of,birth, growth,

reproduction, and death. These cycles include the growth
and development of the young" (Department of Education,

1990, pg. 119).

Lastly this section deals with the

interaction of organisms on the environments in which
they

live.

"Information

collected by all organisms.

about

the

environment

is

This information helps them

adapt to local or temporary conditions, to obtain food,
and to resist predation and death.

Plants have tissues

and organs that react to light, water, and other stimuli:
animals

have

information

nervous
from

systems

the

that

process

environment"

and

store

(Department

of
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Education, 1990, pg. 119). The following activities will
help you show this to students,

1.

Trees Adapt - Discuss with students the fact

that plants, including trees, adapt to the environments
in which they find themselves.

To illustrate this to

students share pictures of trees growing on the edge of
a cliff with virtually no soil, trees growing in a swamp
with constant moisture, trees growing: at an angle due to

an avalanche when they were young, etc. Any picture that

shows a tree growing in or around conditions that are not
ideal.

This discussion could be followed up by students

writing about, unusual . trees or creating

a mural of

"survivors" (trees that have the will to live).

2.

Survey the Forest - Take a trip to your local

mountains to survey the trees.

Look for wounds in the

bark that have healed themselves, trees growing at odd

angles, trees that are fighting off fungus or algae, or

anything that is interesting to your students.

This

activity will let students experience the forest and help
them to see how the. trees have adapted to environmental
conditions.

3.

Project

Learning

Wounds" located on page 86.

Tree's

activity

"Healing

This activity will help
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students recognize damage on trees and the trees unique
ability to heal itself.

4.

£>roject Learning Tree's activity "The Fallen

Log" located on page 100-101.

This activity will show

students the benefit trees have for the environment even

after they die and fall.

SEGTION A-3 - REIATIONSHIPS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OP LIVING
ORGANISMS:

This

section

of

the

framework

deals

with

the

relationship between organisms. "Groups of organisms are
known to be related because they share essential features
common to them but not to other organisms.

Examples are

feathers, which all birds have but no other organisms
have; fur,

which is unique to mammals; and flowers,

unique to flowering plants.

Most groups of organisms

have long histories that are

known form the fossil

record" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 121-122).
This

section

lets

us

look

at the

classifications

of

plants and why they are classified that way.
1.

Survey your Playground -

Have students survey

the playground and the trees located there.

come

up

with

categories.

ways

to

classify

those

Have them

trees

into

After students have developed their own
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theories, research the types of trees found to discover
if the student's conclusions were correct.. At this point

it may be beneficial to ask at local nurseries and

colleges to see if you can get an expert to come and
discuss it with your students.

2. Project Learning Tree's activity "Tree Cookies"
located on page 60—61.

This activity lets students see

the history of a tree's growth through its growth rings.
3.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Leaf Hunt

Relay" located on page 11.

This activity has students

match leaves on the playground which will help them: with
tree identification.

SECTION A-4 - HUMAN INTERACTION WITH OTHER LIVING THINGS:
This section talks about the interaction of mankind

on the environment and the organisms that live in the
environment. "Hundreds of species of plants and animals

become extinct each year as humans destroy the natural
habitat in tropical rain forests and other ecosystems to

plant crops and raise animals, harvest firewood, dam
rivers, and drain estuaries" (Department of Education,
1990, pg. 125). This section provides teachers with the
opening to study the various types of rain forests and
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the benefits they bring to the environment.
1. . Rain forests -

For intermediate students the

study of rain forests can also become a geography lesson.
Their are different types of rain forests located in

different types of climates.

Travel the globe with your

students and locate all the rain forests of the world.
Discuss the benefits of these rain forests and the uses

of their plants and trees. Humankind's influence on the
rain forests are at different levels in different areas.
Discuss this fact

with students and try to come to a

conclusion as to why they are so different.

Writing

about rain forest can follow up this activity.

Students

may

even

choose

to

write

to

their

congressman

to

encourage them to help save the existing forests. Murals

and pictures of the integration of life in the rain
forests would also be a good activity for students.

2.

Project

Learning

Tree's

activity

Consequences" located on pages 151-152.

"Forest

This activity

demonstrates the influences of humankind on the forest
environments.

3.

Project Learning Tree's activity "Forest
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GonGentration" located on pages 48-50.

This activity

helps students learn the balance of the ecosystem of the
forest.

SEGTION B-1 - STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS AND GROWTH OF CELLS:

This section discusses the relationship of, a given

organisms cells.

"There are many different kinds of

cells in animals and plants, and different kinds of cells

(e.g., muscle, blood, bone, skin, wood, and guard cells)

perform different functions in the bodies of their whole
organisms.

The

different

functions

of

cells

all

contribute to the well-being of the organism" (Deparpment

of Education,:1990, pg. 127).

The fbilowing ideas will

help students discover this interdependence.
1.

Tree Parts - Trees have different parts that

help it adapt to the changing environment. . Take a tree

apart;

cut

sections.

it

into

logs

and

look

at

the

different

Bark for protection, rings to monitor growth,

core to provide stability, and the numerous fibers to
carry food and moisture throughout the tree.

2.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "Did you See

That Dogwood Bark?" located on pages 109-110.

This

activity allows students to discover the relationships
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and differences between two species of trees by only
looking at their bark.

3.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "Christinas

Trees - After Christmas" located on pages 18-119.

This

activity lets students study tree growth and the growth
rings to discover the types of weather trees have been
through.

SECTION B-2 - CHARAGTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS PASSED ON
THROUGH GENERATIONS:

This section of the framework takes students through

the life cycle of organisms. "Living organisms progress

through a life cycle that is characteristic of their
species.

This cycle begins with, the combination of

genetic material in the new cell and continues through
all the phases of growth and development to the adult
form

through

reproduction

and

death"

(Department

of

Education, 1990, pg. 128). The following activities will
'help teach this idea.

1.

Project Learning Tree's activity "The Fallen

Log" located on pages 100-101.

This activity allows

students to see the interactions of animals, plants and
the fallen log.
2.

Literature book #22 on literature list.

This
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book takes students trough the life of a tree from

beginning to end and back to beginning again.
3. Project Learning Tree's activity, "Web of Life"
located on pages 106-107.

This activity helps students

see the interdependence of organisms on each other.

SECTION C-1 - INTEHACTION OP ORGANISMS IN AN ECOSYSTEM:

This section deals

organisms live.

with the ecosystems in

which

"All living things interact with each

other and with the physical environment.

All organisms

are part of their environments; they need things from
their environments that enable them to survive and grow."

All organisms are influenced by environmental forces, and
each organism also influences its environment to some

extent" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 137).

This

section opens to door for teachers to help their students
learn the impact humankind has on the environment around
them.

1.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "Trees as

Habitats" located on pages 112-114.

This activity takes

students to the trees and teaches them who lives there.
2.

Literature book

#17 on the literature list.

This book shows students in an interesting way the iriany
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animals and plants that rely on one tree in the rain
forest,

,

3.

Project

Wild's

activity,

" Eco—enrichers"

located on pages 69-70. This activity shows students the
importance

of

all

organisms

ecological balance.
4.

contributions

'

to

the

'

Project Wild's activity, "Planning for People

and Wildlife" located on pages 205-207.

This activity

will help students generate ways in which humankind and
the environment can live together without one destroying
the other.

SECTION C-2 - ENERGY FLOW WITHIN AN EGOSYSTEM:

This

section

of the framework

discusses the food

chain and its cycle through the environment.

"Green

plants are the foundation of the energy flow in most
ecosystems because they produce their own food, using
sunlight,

water,

air,

and

minerals

from

their

environments" (Department of Education, 1990, pg. 139).

1.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "Sunlight and

Shades of Green" located on page 99.

This activity helps

students understand the importance of sunlight on plant
leaves.
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2.

Young Plants - Take young trees in pots and

deprive them of various fundamental elements; such as,
sunlight, air, and water.

Chart the changes in the

tree's growth. You can even use different types of soils
to the the minerals given the the trees are different.

Do a full science experiment on this project taking

students through the scientific process.

This will

require students to think the project through from
hypothesis to conclusion.

SECTION C-3- CHANGES IN EGOSYSTEMS:

This section deals with the changes which ecosystems

go through. "Ecosystems and the organisms in them change
with daily, seasonal, and annual cycles of environmental

change.

Organisms have their own cycles of life, from

birth to death, and also cycles of growth, feeding, and

reproduction" (Department of Education, 1990, pgs. 139
140).

This

section

provides

teachers

with

the

opportunity to teach students the value of careful
planning before tampering with the environment.
1.

Old Growth Forests - Take your students throught

the world plotting on a map the locations of all the old

growth forests.

These forests are the ancient forests
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that have survived for thousands, maybe millions, of

years.

Look through old maps of the forest regions of

the world compaired to the map the students have just

developed.

Our forests have diminished drastically in

with the passing of time.

Have your students build

theories' as to why this has occurred.
loss,

loss

humankind.

due to

Discuss natural

weather changes and loss due to

This should help students understand how

changing one element in the ecosystem can change the
entire landscape of that region.

2.

Project Learning Tree's activity, "School Yard

Diversity" located on page 117.

This activity shows

Students the relationship between trees and animals in
the own backyard.

3.
This

Literature book #25 in the literature list.

book

tells

difference in

his

the

own

story

of

how

one

man

made

a

immediate environment just by

planting trees.

SECTION C-4 - HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD ECOSYSTEMS:

This last section deals with the responsibility of
humankind when it comes to preserving our ecosystems.

"Waste

disposal,

the

use

of land

(particularly the
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elimination

of feeding

and breeding grounds of many

species), imprudent collecting, pest control, hunting
practices,

and the

destruction

Of natural

habitats

through human-caused disasters have contributed to the
extinction of species and the loss of their natural
. ,

.

,j

geographic and ecological ranges and have threatened or

destroyed ecosystems" (Department of Educetion, 1990,
pgs. 141-142),

This section lets teachers and students

explore the damage that has already been done and to
brainstorm new ideas po stop the destruction in the
future.

1. Research - Have students divide into cooperative

groups to research a specific type or area of forests.
Have them find out how the area has changed over the

years.

Groups can even be assigned rain forest areas

that are slowly disappearing.

Student groups can also

find out what, if anything, has been done to rectify the
diminishment of forests in that area.

Students can then

come up with their own ideas on how to protect the

remaining forest area.

A culminating

activity for

students could be to write to their legislator describing

the problem and providing their projected solutions to
help the remaining forests.
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SUMMARY

For centuries, far sighted individuals have been

discussing the necessity fpr protecting our wooded areas.
If we were to have listened ail those years ago, we would
not

be

in

the

severe

condition,

forests, that we are today.

in

regards

to

our

It can seem overwhelming

when it is understood that a simple tree can provide
humankind with so much of our staples in life.

The

aesthetic value of trees has also been long appreciated

by many. One such pei"son was Ralph Waldo Emerson, who in
the 1800's said the following:
I do not count the hours I. spend
In wandering by the sea

The forest is my loyal friend
Like God it useth me.

(California Department of Forestry ^and Fire
Protection, p. 666)

Trees provide us with so much it is hard to verbalize it
all.

One of the most important and basic things it

provides humankind with is oxygen.

Though it is not the

only plant that provides oxygen for living things, it is
one of the most majestic.

This project was designed specifically with the
thought of the classroom teacher in mind.

Trees are a

part of life wherever humankind is located. Due to this,
it is a readily available source for teachers to Use when
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teaching about the environinent. All teacheirs have needed,
in order to utilize this source, waS a guide as to where

to begin and where the lessons could take theni and their
class.

The lesson ideas section of this project win

provide teachers with this inforntation. A unit beginning
and/or surrounding Arbor Day can take a classroom of

students on many wondrous adventures into their own

backyards.

It can also take students to many different

countries all over the world.

This project gives teachers everything necessary to
teach a unit on Arbor Day and trees.

It begins with an

overview and history of Arbo.i^ Day/ along with a listing
of all the states, the day they celebrate Arbor Day and
their individual state trees.

This section is designed

to give teachers and understanding of why their is an

Arbor Day.

Following this is the background knowledge

and history of trees throughout the world. This includes
forests and the devastating effect humankind has had on
these lands.

This overview contains information about

trees that we find close to home and those trees that are

located in the ever changing regions of rainforests. The

lesson ideas section is designed to give teachers easily

planned lessons, games and projects.

Some of the ideas
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are ideas that I have personally used in my own primary
classroom with excellent results.

Others are ideas that

can be found in resources that are available to teachers

throughout the country.

With the increased emphasis on

using literature in teaching all subject areas, I have
also included a listing of books available to teachers.

This listing contains books for primary and intermediate
levels of study.

Some of the stories are fictional and

Other are non-fictional.

My literature listing is only

the beginning of all the available literature sources.
This listing, however, does save the classroom teacher
time in the tedious process of locating books for this

subject area.

Finally, this project also includes a

listing of sources from the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection.

These sources, which are

included in the appendix, are all related to trees and

forests.

They also include a summary of the source and

the address or location of that given source.
section

will

also

assist

teachers

in

acquiring

This
any

additional information, projects, kits and videos they
choose in teaching this unit.
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AVAILABLE LITERATURE

1.

Anderson, Margaret J. Exploring City Trees:
McGraw-Hill, 1976.

Intermediate and

advanced.

2.

Arneson, D.J. Secret Places:
Winston Inc., 1971.

Holt, Rinehart, &

All ages.

3.

Baker, Laura Nelson.
Atheneum, 1966.

A Tree Called Moses:
Tntermediate and advanced.

4.

Barker, Cicely Mary.

Flower Fairies of The

Woodland:

Blackie and Son, 1984. , Picture

book of poems.

5.

Beame, Rona.
Guide:

Backvard Explorer - Leaf and Tree
Workman Publishing, 1989.

Intermediate.

Rf^llamv. David.

<

The Forest:

Botanical-

Enterprises Publications Ltd., 1988.
Primary.

7.

Rlnr.ksma. Marv.

Apple Tree'.-

Apple Tree!:

Regensteiner Publishing Enterprises, Inc.,
1983.

8.

Primary.

Bowden, Anne Ophelia.

The Blossom on the Bough:

Thomas Y. Cromwell Co., 1975.

9.

Braithwaite, Althea.
Leaves:

Advanced.

Nature Club - Trees and

Troll Associates, 1990. Primary and

intermediate.

10.

Brandt, Keith. Discovering Trees: Troll
Associates, 1982. Primary and intermediate.

11.

Brooks, Felicity.

Usbornes Conservation Guides 

Protecting Trees and Forests:

Publishing Ltd., 1991.

12.

Burchardt, Nellie.

Usborne

All ages.

What Are We Going To Do,
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Michael?:

Franklin Watts, Inc., 1973.

All

ages.

13.

Burne, David. Eyewitness Books - Tree: Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., 1988. Intermediate and
advanced.

14.

Burns, Diane L. Arbor Day: Carolrhoda Books,
Inc., 1989. Primary and intermediate.

15.

Buscaglia, Leo.

The Fall of Freddie The Leaf:

Charles B. Slack, 1982.

16.

All ages.

Caduto, Michael J. and Joseph Bruchac.

Keeper of

the Earth - Native American Stories and
Environmental Activities for Children:

Fulcurm, Inc., 1988.

Intermediate and

advanced.

17.

Cherry, Lynne'.

The Great Kapok Tree - A Tale of

the Amazon Rain Forest:

Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Publishers, 1990.

18.

Cooper, Elizabeth K. and Padriac.
Something Wonderful:

- Bboks, i972.
19.

A Tree is

Golden Gate Junior

Primary and intermediate.

Craig, Janet. Wonders of the Rain Forest: Troll
Associates, 1990. Primary and intermediate.

f

o

20.

All ages.

Dahl, Roald.

,

The Minipins:

Penguin Group, 1991.

All ages.

21.

Dickinson, Jane. The Questions and Answer Book 
All About Trees: Troll Associates, 1983.
Primary.

22.

Donahue, Mike. The Grandpa Tree: Roberts
Rinehart, Inc., 1988. Primary and
intermediate.

23.

Dorros, Arthur. Rain Forest Secrets: Scholastic,
Inc., 1990. Primary and intermediate.
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24.

Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Papermakers:
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1965. Interinediate and
advanced.

25.

Giono, Jean.

The Man Who Planted Trees:

Green Publishing Co., 1985.

26.

Hamilton, Jean.

Tropical Rainforests:

Publishing, 1990.

Chelsea

Advanced.

Blake

All ages.

27.

Helfman, Elizabeth S. Mavpoles and Wood Demons:
The Seabury Press, 1972. Advanced.

28.

Hurd, Edith Thacher.

This The Forest:

Coward,

McCann, and Geohegan, Inc., 1969.
Intermediate and advanced.

29.

Hutchins, Ross E. Lives of an Oak Tree; Rand
McNally & Co., 1962. Intermediate and
.

30L

advanced.

Hutchins, Ross E.
Co., 1964.

31.

This is a'Tree;

Johnson, Sylvia.

How Leaves Change:

Publications, 1986.

32.

Lyon, George Ella.
Trees;

33.

A B Cedar:

34.

Greenwillow

Martin, Bill, Jr. and John Archambault.

Oppenheim, Joanne.
Podendorf, Ilia.

The

Scholastic Inc.,, 1989.

Have You Seen Trees?:

Scott Books, 11967.
36.

Primary.

Advanced.

Ghost-Eve Tree:
Primary.

35.

An Alphabet of

Oak and Company:

Books, 1983.

Lerner

Advanced.

Orchard Books, 1989.

Mabey, Richard.

Dodd, Mead and

Intermediate and advanced.

Young

Primary.

A New True Book - Trees:

Regensteiner Publishing Enterprises, Inc.,
1982.

Primary and intermediate.
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37.

Pope, Joyce.

A Closer Look at Jungles:

Gloucester Press, 1978.

Intermediate and

advanced.

38.

Poulet, Virginia.

Blue Bug Finds a Friend:

Childrens Press, 1977.

39.

Pringle, Laurence.

Primary.

From Field to Forest:

Publishing Co., 1970.

World

Intermediate and

advanced.

40.
'

41.

Romanova, Natalia.
Books, 1985.

Rose,. Deborah Lee.
Trees:

Once There Was a Tree:

Dial

Primary and intermediate.

The People Who Hugged The

Roberts Rinehart, Inc., 1990.

All

ages.

42.

Russell, Naomi,

The Tree;

E. P. Dutton, 1989.

Primary. .

43.

Sabin, Louis.

Johnny Appleseed:

Associates, 1985.
44.

Schweitzer, Byrd Baylor.
Treei

Troll

i

Primary and'intermediate.
The Man Who Talked to a

E. P. Dutton and Co., 1968.

Poetry 

intermediate.

45.

Secunda, Tony and John Dyson.
- A Book and Seeds:

Grow Your Own Trees

Chronicle Books, 1991,

Intermediate and advanced.

46.

Selsam, Millicent.
Marrow &

Plav With Trees:

Co., 1950.

William

Intermediate and

advanced.

47.

Seuss, Dr.
ages.

The Lorax: Random House, 1971.
Also available on video.

48.

Silverstein, Shel.

The Giving Tree:

HarperCollins Publishers, 1964.
49.

All

Primary.

Smithey, William K. Planet Earth - American
Forest: Gallery Books, 1990. Advanced.
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50.

Spizzirri, Peter M. Coloring Book of Tree Mazes;
Spizzirri Publishing, Inc., 1989. All ages.

51.

St. Barbe Baker, Richard.
Nature.

52.

Symonds, George W. D.
Book:

Kamiti:

Friends of

All ages.

The Tree Identification

M. Barrows and Co., 1958.

Advanced.

53.

Thomson, Ruth. Usborne First Nature - Trees:
Usborne Publishing, 1980. Primary.

54.

Thomson, Ruth.

Usborne First Nature - Trees of

British Columbia:

Usborne Publishing, 1980.

Intermediate and advanced.

55.

Treepeople with Andy and Katie Lipkis.

A Citizen

Forester^s Guide - The Simple Act of Planting
a Tree. Healing Your Neighborhood, Your City
and Your World: Jeremy P. Tarcher, Inc.,
1990. All ages.

56.

Udry, Janice May.
Row, 1956.

57'.

A Tree is Nice:

Harper and

Primary,

Wong, Herbert H. and Matthew F, Vessel.

Our Tree:

Addison Wesley Publishing Co. Inc., 1969.
Primary.

58.

Zim, Herbert S., Ph.D. and Alexander C. Martin,
^

Ph.D. Trees - A Guide to Familiar American
Trees: Golden Press, 1956. Advanced.
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APPENDIX

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES TO HELP TEACH
ARBOR DAY

Source:

Forestry and Tree Education Catalogue.

California

Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.

77

arbor DAV

Type of Material:Pamphlet
Intended for: K-Aduit

Copyright: No Language: English
Loan: Yes
Fret: Yes

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day,Urban Forestry/ Trees
Resource Provider: Florida Division of_ Forestry, Mike
Kettles. ■ County Forester. 12175 I25ih St, N, Urgo. FL
14044 USA Ph. 813-586-5477
Address to use to obtain material: Florida Division of For

«try"orest Education Bureau.3125 Conner Blvd.. Talla
hassee. FL 32301

page 24
ARBOR DAY BOOKLET

Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: 4

Copyright: No Language: English
Free: Yes

Length: 18 pages

Description: A booklet intended to be given to 4th graders
on Arbor Day. Contains very brief descriptions of what a

tree is. Arbor Day, why trees are important, and forest
types. Also contains a nice kJcntification key to common

eastern trees, a glossary, a hiddcfi-word (tree names) puz
ile. planting instructions and historical tidbits. Most of the

material probably obtained from the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources.
• ■

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day

Resource Provider: City of Columbus, Jack, Low. - City
Forcslcr, 420 W. Whittier St., Columbus. OH 43215 USA

AJlKlR OAV ADOPflON CERTinCATE

page 25

Ijpt of Material: Cerlificaie
iMeMJed for: K-Adu!t

Ltafnage: English

Description; The City of Aurora gives away these certifi
cates along with tree seedlings to kids and grownups dur

ifi| the many Arbor Day festivities. The back of the certif
icate describes the trees available for adoption
planting guidelines.

plus

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day. Propagation/ Care. Urban Forestry/ Trees
tesource Provider; City of Aurora, Reniia Baskin. - For

estry Division, 1470 S. Havana St., Aurora. CO 80012
USA Ph. 303-6<?5-7150

page 25

f

78

ARBOR DAY DETECTIVES(SCAVENGER HUNT)

Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: 4-6
Date: 1987

Copyright: No Language: Mnplish
Free: On site

Length: 1 page

Description: This chart leaches children about trees by en

couraging observation of on-sitc trees and exploring their
feelings about trees. Sample questions are 'What do ani
mals use trees for''* 'Find a tree smaller than you and de

scribe it.* 'Put this paper against a tree and rub this square
with a pencil.' Could be adapted to other settings.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Henefils/ Importance. Div
ersity/ Interdependence. Ilnhitnl-Plani and Wildlife. Prod
ucts/Human U.se/ Industry

Conceptual Categories; 14. 15. 17. 20,35
Rc.source Provider: Sacramento Science Center. Bruce

Forman..3615 Auburn Blvd.. Sacramento. CA 95821 USA
Ph. 916-449-8255

paae 25

ARBOR DAY ESSAY CONTEST

Type of Material: Game
Intended for: 5-6
Date: 1986

Language: English

Description: The Division of Forestry coopcrate.s with
McDonald s Restaurants (of South Dakota) and the State
Association of Conservation Districts to sponsor an annual

Arbor Day h.ssay Contest open to 5th and 6th graders in
the .state. Local contests arc held in most of South Dako
ta's 69 Con.servation Districts. Local winners receive cash

prize.s and certificates and are forwarded to the state con
test for judging. Contest posters and flyers are available in
McDonald's Restaurants. Conservation District and Divi

sion of Forestry offices, and other appropriate locations
around the state.

This is a state program and we offer copies of printed ma
terials to anyone who may be interested in using the idea
in another state.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day

^

Resource Provider: Shelterbelt. David W. Erickson, - Ur

ban Forestry Specialist. 445 Capitol Avc.. E, Pierre. 50
57501 USA Ph.605-773-4259

page 25

—
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A.RBOR day in SOUTH DAKOTA
Type of Material: Brochure
Intended for; S-Adult

Langua^ge^ English Purchase: copici
Length:8 pages

,

rsjr

SrssS

planting irccso

Key Descriptors: A,,prec.a.ion/ Bcnen.. importance. Ar
bor Day

Resource Provider: Shelter^..

sSo^USA Ph'S-773-4:5<)
pagB 26

ARBOR DAY INhOKMAi.utN
Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: K-Aduli

Language: English
Free: Single copieb

Description! Pamphleis available on Arbor Da^. tree

growth, anatomy and physiology, urban forcsiry/trees; and
/

ii'ccypiam jdcntification

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day. Tree Growth/ Anatomy/
Physiology Trec/Piani Ivlcniificaimn. Urban Forestry/
Trees

ARUOR DAY INFORMATION PACKET

Type of Material: Pamphlet

Conceptual Categories: IS. 3U

Resource Provider: Louisiana Dcpaftmcnt of Agncuiturc

Intended for: 3-4

and Forestry. Jim Culpepper. - Chief Information and

Copyright: No Language: English

Etlucaiion. P.O. Box 1628. Baton Rouge. LA 708.1 USA
ph. 504-')25-4500

Free: Yes

page 26

Length: 14 pages

Description: Informational publication covering prose,

poems,songs,quotes, proclamation,etc. about Arbor Day.
An excellent teacher resource for Arbor Day or tree
planting activities.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociol
ogy

Conceptual Categories:20,47,49

Resource Provider:International Society of Arboriculture,

Headquarters, - Coordinator, Member Services, Leal Park,
303 W. University Ave„ P.O. Box 71, Urbana, IL 61801
USA Ph.217-328-2032

page 26

ARBOR DAY POSTER CONTEST
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Type of Material: Poster
Intended for; 3-5
Date: 1987

Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: Supporicd by
local school districts.

Length: I page

Description: Poster contest is open to school children in

grades 3. 4. and 5. It is developed around a certain topic
and the children do the project in March and April in ac
cordance with Arbor Day.

*]'hc 1987 theme was Trees and Me. The 1988 theme was
How the Forests Help to Build the Foundation of Cincin
nati (1988 Bicentennial year).

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Eco.systems' Ecology/ Plant
Communities, Urban Forestry/ Trees
Conceptual Categories: 20, 38. 45, 46. 48, 49
Resource Provider: County Park District, Hamilton, ratri

cia Planiiz, - Park Naturalist, 10245 Winton Rd., Cincin
nati, OH 45231 USA Ph 513-3h5-46i3

page 26

ARBOR DAY PROGRAM

Type of Material: Film Strip (audio tape)
Intended for: 4
Date: 1988

Copyright: No Language: English
Free: Yes

Length: 2 pages I..5 hour^

Description: An Arhor Day program for fourth graders
consisting of a short history of Arhor Day and information
about trees: a) how they grow, b) what we use trees for, c)
why we need trees, and d) questions and answers.

The program ends with a filmstnp (or a slide show) and a
tree planting demonstration.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance. Ar
bor Day

Resource Provider: Dorough of Eatontown, John Raialow
ski. - Arborisi, 47 Broad St., Eatontown. NJ USA Ph
201-389-7655

page 26

\

4RB0R DAY SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION

Type of Material: Sliiic Show (script, color)
latended for: 5

Dite; 1987 Author: City of Fort Collins Forestry Division
Unftuage: English
loan:Contact provuicr for possible loan arrangements.

Unfuth: 4 pago 25 minutes 6(1 ftames 1 lcs.sons

Description: The slide show was developed to' reach all
fifth grade schcMil children in the local school district. All
fifth grade classes begin learning about plants, ecology and
physiology (i.e., photosynthesis, footlchains. etc.) as a pre
requisite for 'eco-week' when they arc in 6th grade. The
Uidc show emphasizes parts and functions of trees and
their importance in rural, patural ami urban environ
ments. The presentations arc made in conjunction with
Arbor Day, and a portion of the talk is dedicated to J.
Sterling Morton.

Rey Descriptors: Arbor Day. Products' Human Use In
dustry, Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology. Urban Fores
try/Trees

Canceptuai Categories: 14.

17. 18. 20, 21. 22, 2.L 24,

23,26, 29. 30. .12, 44. 45

lesource Provider; City of Fort Collins, Tim Buchanan. 

City forcstef, 737 Blue Mesa. I on Collins. CO 80526 USA
Ph..30.V2:i-6660

page 27

ARBOR DAV TEACHER'S GUIDE

Typeof Material: Booklet
litended for; 4

Date: 1984 Author: Several

Copyright; Yes Language: l.vngiish Purcha.se: Inquire
free: Free to Missouri teachers.

Length: 32 pages

Description: Guide to assist teachers in conducting cla.ss
Kssions and projects about trees, conservation, and natural

fesourcc management. Contents include Arbor Day histo
ry, seedling carc and distribution, data about Missouri's
ferests, songs, posters, poems, suggested field activities, a

bibliography, conservation addresses, a list of forests in
Missouri,and an outline for an Arbor Day ceremony
Rey Descriptors: Arbor Day

Conceptual Categories: 20,29. 46, 47. 50
Resource Provider: Mis.souri Department of Conservation,

Jemf Presley, - Director. 2901 N. Ten Mile Dr., Jefferson

Gty'. MO 65105 USA Ph. 314-751-4115
page 27
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ARBOR i)AV TEACHER'S KIT
82

Type of MntcrinI: Teacher s Packet or Kit
Intended for; 3-h

Language: linplish Purchase: 2 or more - $1.00
Free: 5m gic copy

Descripiion: Di.strihutcd annually between December and
February, this useful packet provides ideas for Arbor Day
activities, inforrnanon on the value and benefits trees pro
vide, small poster, coloring b<x»k, an Arbor Day procla
mation, a Woodscy Owl .song sheet, an Arbor Day history
sheet, and a booklet showing how a tree grows

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits^' Importance, Ur
ban Forestry/Trees
Conceptual Categories; 20,4b, 47
Resource Provider: California As.sociation of Nurserymen,
Paula Schacffcr. 14 IQ 21si St, Sacramento. CA <^5814 USA
Ph. 915-448-2881

page 27

ARHOR DAY USA: NOTHIN<; LOVELY AS A TREE

Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: 3-5

Language: English
Free; Single copy
Length: 10 pages

Description: This useful booklet has a history of Arbor
Day,(Icscribes how trees help the environment, contains
poems and .songs to celebrate Arbor Day and trees, pro
vides a proposed program for an Arbor Day planting, sug
gested words for a tree dedication and a sample Arbor Day
Proclamation for a mayor

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Dcncfitv importance. Ar
bor Day. Elhic.s/ Social Value.s' Sociology
Resource Provider: International Society of Arboriculture.
5 Lincoln Square. P.O. Box 71. Urbana. IL 61801 USA

page 27
ARBOR DAY/ED.

Type of Material: Pamphici
Intended for: 4-Aduli

Language: English
Free: Yes

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Denefus/ impor^nce, Ar
.bor Day

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension. Mississippi
State University. - Leader. Lxiension Forestry. P.O. Box
5446/Mississippi State. MS 39762 USA Ph. 601-325-315U

page 28

83

ARliOR DAV/NATIONAL CARUIiN WEEK KIT

Type ofMaicriai: Cumculum. PnmphlGi. Pv)^lCl
I mended fcir: K u

Dnte: 1^87

CopyriglU: No L;mgu;»gc: l.nghsh PurchaNc: 1 irsi kn is
free AiUiiuonal j)rc-m;ulc kiis arc S.l.Ol) each. Hulk quan
iiiies of^ maicriaN arc iiec to schools, cisrc i)rgani2anons.
scout gioups, etc Avnilahlc yeai iy in liniiieti quantiiics
fiom Nov. I • Jan. 15.

Length: 20 pages

Description: The Arhoi Day/ National Garden Week Kit is
designed to intioiluce chdiiien to the wonder ot trees and

plants {although some maicrials arc alsi) of interest to
adults). Items in kit vary shghtl) from sear to year, hut

usually include the following for u.se in (he classroon^.
scout group,juilioi garden cluh oi civic group

Arbor Day - news release, historical information, cameraready ad slick, ideas for observing Arbor Day, Arbor Day

prociamationv tree products list, 'How a Tree Grows'
pamphlet, tree care pamphlet, coloring,book, poster, or
der form for sticker about trees, sung and poem sheets,

program ideas and teacher's guide.
National Garden Week • seed packets.' sticker, pamphlet
on plants/ conservation/ environment, coloring pages,
contest with prizes, songshcei, information sheet^ on how
plants grow', activity ideas book and teacher's guide.
Key Descriptors: Arbor Day. Energy Conservation, Propa
gation/ Care. Tree Growth.' Anatomy/ Physiology
Conceptual Categories: 14. 15. 16. 17, 18, 19. 20, 21. 22,
23, 24. 25. 2b. 32, 35. 47

Resource Provider: California Absociaiion of Nursersmcn,
- hducaiion Coordinator, 14 19 21si St.. Sacramento. CA
95814 USA Ph. 916-448.2881

page 28
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ARBOR

MONTH EDUCATION

AND PROMOTION

84

materials

Type of Material: Lcbson Plan. Pamphlet, Poster, Public
Service Announcement
Intended for: K-Aduli .
Date: 1988

Copyright: No Language: English
Free: Limited quantities

Description: Annually, an arbor month education piece is
produced for dibtrihuiion to Minnesota schools, an Arbor

Mtinth po.sicr and companion materials are sent, to Min
nesota communities. An official state Arbor Day ceremo
ny is held on the last Friday in .April as a kick-off to Arbor Month in May.

Key Descriptors: Arhoi Dav. l iee Growth' Anatomy.'
Physiology. Trce/Plant Identification, Urban

Forcsirv/

Trees

Conceptual Categories: 8. 12, 14. 15. 16, 17, 18. 19. 20. 21.
22. 23

Resource Provider: Minnesota Department of Agncuiiutc.
Steven Shimck, - Plant Mealih Specialist, 9U
Plato
lllvd.. St. Paul. MN .S51U7 USA Ph. 612-296-8410

page 28

AKIJOK WLLK MATERIALS

Type of Material: Pamphlet. PoMei
Intended for: K-12

Dale: 19H8 Author: Oiegon Arhor Week Council
Copyright: No Language:[.nghsh
Free: Ves

Length: 10 pages

Description: Vhe information is designed to encouiagr
leaclters to be active in the Oregon Aihoi Week Celebra
tion. This information includes brochure suggesting poi
sihle learning opportunities ami wide variety of commu

nity resources available for help. Other information dr
tails'How to Plant a Tree,* Arbor Week bookmark, poster
contest, etc.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation' Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day. Propagation/ Care

Resource Provider: Oregon Arbor Week Council. • Orc

|:on Dept. of Forestry. Public Affairs, 2600 Stale Street.
Salem, OR 97.310 USA Ph. 503-378-2562

page 28
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ARBOR WEEK SLIDE SHOW
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Type of Material: Slide Show (script, color)
Intended for: 5-8
Date: 1P87

X . Copyright: No Language: English
Loan: Ye^

Length: 47 frames

Description: Describes the history of Arbor Day and why
California celebrates Arbor Day on Luther Burbank\

birthday. Shows the kinds of places in California where
forests arc located. Also discusses who manages and pro
tects trees and forests: what a forest is, the benefits forests

provide from oxygen production to soil stabilization, and
why forest trees arc a renewable resource.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar

bor Day, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Products-' Human
Use/Industry

Conceptual Gategories: 20. 46, 47
Resource Provider: Society of American Foresters (SAF-).

Wyntoon Chapter, Garv Nakamura, - Extension Fore.stcr,
Redding,CA 96002 USA Ph. 916-225-5509

page 29

BEING A PLANT

Tyjx of Material: Book
Intended for; K-6

Date: I'JSS Author: Uf».rcncc Prrnflc

Copyriftht: Yc^ Language: r.nglish
Length: 88 p.iges

Description: Explores the myslcrtcs and mythv behind
plant processes. Explains how plants reproduce, obtain

and transport water, nutrients, and gases, and adapt to en
vironmental changes. U answers questions such as; How
fast docs sap BoW How many little mouths ("i;
are in a square ceniimctcr of a grass blade. What makes
water move up through a plant? How do you tell a bee
pollinaicd flower from those poilinaicd by birds, bats,
moths, or Bies? Can plants really communicate with one
another? the book contains clear explorations of botani
cal terms and processes.

Key Descriptors: Chemistry (oxygen production/ photo

synthesis/ carbon cycle). Propagation/ Care. Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology

page 39

bTOLOGICAL DIVERSITY GLOBAL ISSUE EDUCATION
packet

,

86

Type of Material: Curriculum,Icachcr i Packci or Kit
Intended for: 3-12

Language: Lnglish Purchase: S5.00 + SI.00 postage (lor 2
or more packets, $2.00 postage)

Description: Informs students about biological diversu).
siicssmg the interdependence of the global ecosystem

Helps students to understand how individual choices an4
decisiohs affect the global environment, encouraging stu

dents to explore positive opportunities and suggesting al
ternative courses of action.

All of the lesson plans and activities cmphasiie inicraciivt

learning models using hands-on activities, group discutr
sions, role-playing, simulations, and individual creaiivit|.
Vocabulary words are highlighted the first time they arc
used.

BILLY B.SINGS ABOLT:TREES
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Type of Material: Audio Tape Cassette
Intended for: K-b

Date: l^7S Author: Bill Dronnan

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: 59.95 +
51.50 postage

Length: -10 minutes

Description: 'Billy D Sings Ahout Trees' includes 14 up
beat songs on ihc life and death of trees. Primarily focused
on deciilLous trees and aimcO ai 'he primary levels this

recorilihg brings to life tree parts.'My Roots Run Deep.

'This Dark on Me'and tree processes, ■The Rock & Roil of
Photosynthesis.'

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day. Chemistry (dxygcn produc
tion/ phoiosymheMs' carbon cycle). Tree Growth/ Anaio
my/ Physiology
BIRDS, BEES AND TREES/2900

Resource Provider: Do Dreams Music, Billy B Brcnnan.

Type of Material: Slide Show (audio tape, color)

p q. Box 5623, Takoma Park, MD 2U6l2 DSA Ph

Intended for: 3-12

301-445-38-45

Date: 1^78

p3.ge 42

Language: English
Rent: inquire

Length: 78 frames

Description: Describes the delicate relationship in natuK

of the tree, of its regenerajiion and how it can be used aiv
replenished, how it has a birth and death cycle like othc
plants, though longer.

Key Descriptors: Life Cycle, Tree Growth' Anaiom)
Physiology

Resource Provider: Forest Extension Service. - Librariai
Box 600U, Fredericion, New Brunswick E3B 5H1 Canaa
Ph. 506-453-3711
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BIRTH Oh A SOITHERN PINE
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Type of Maierial: Film (color,sound)
Intended for: 4-AduU

Language: rmglish
Rent: SIOOO

Length: 15 minutes

Description: A forester explains the cycle from seed (d ma

ture pine planting project Dated, hut suitable for youth
groups.

Key Descriptors: Life Cycle, Propagation/ Care, Tree
Growth Anatomy/Physiology

Resource Provider: Cooperative Lixtcnsion, North Caroli
na State University, - Extension f orestry Resources, Box
8003, NC State, Raleigh, NC 27085 USA Ph. QlO-737-3386
BIRTH OF A FOREST
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Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 3-8

Author: Millicent £. Selsam

language: English

Description: This book shows how a lake goes through
virious stages of succession until it nnally becomes a for
■

cst.

Key Descriptors: Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Communi
lics, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Succession

Conceptual Categories: 37, 38, 3^, 40
Resource Provider: Harper Sl Row, New York, NY USA
Address to use to obtain material: Local library or book
store.
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C'AKLV CAKIHNAL',^ TKKKS AKi: TI:HKI!TC^

Type of Material: fuhhc Service Announcement
Intended for: 3-Ai!uli

Langunge: l .ngiish
Free: Vc^

Description: Public service nnnounccnrcnls for TV (.V4 m .
2 in., and 1 m , video form.nls) featuring the earioon ehai 

acicr Carly Cardinal promoting trees m the urban envi
ronment.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Apptcciation'
Benefits/ Importance. Arbor Day. Urban f-orcsiry/ Trees
Resource Provider: National Arbor Day Foundation. The.

Mary Yager. - Executive SccrciaTy. 100 Arbor Avenue.
Nchmska City, NF.684 10 USA Ph. 4():.474-5655
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CQTlNG FOR THE FOREST
88

7)^ of Material: Curriculum. Poster
for; 4-6
•

"Ste 1980 Author: Forest Schafer

'O^yright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $7.50
Pr«: With Trees Are For People on-sitc program
Uagth:5 pages

Wripdons Caring for the Forest was written with the as
itancc of the California Dept. of Environmental Educa

tion ind professional foresters. It is a colorfully desired
bl of teaching materials containing a conservation wall
thirt. a teaching guide, and four quality duplicating maskn for use in instructioh with grades 4. 5, and 6.

iiYofessionnlly prepared for attractiveness and ease of use,
tlBmini-unii addresses the values of trees, forests, careers
\ii forcstryi rcncwability of the resource, and government
Vest land use.

A colorfully designed kit of teaching mafcrials containing
icqnservation poster, leaching guide, and four quality du
pikating masters.

Tltb instructional unit introduces students to the basic

tOACCpts of forest use and conservation. The five ha.sic acInitiesin The Caretakers program arc: Supcrsleuih's Rc
(Tree Identification)*. The Forest's Endless Cycle;
Gifts From Trees: Trees as a Crop: and The All-Purposc
"Forest.

ICey Descriptors: Arbor Day. Comprehensive. Multiple
Ihe,Products/ Human U.sc/ Industry

iwufce Provider: Women in Timhcr. Qilifornin. Haici
lickson. r,0. Box
Pioneer. CA <^5666 U5A Ph.
209.293-7595

Address to use to obtain material: Or: Trees Arc For Pco

ftk, NanGY Immon, Director. 25X8D El Camino Real
#322.Carlsbad. CA 92008.61^-434-0233.
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CHANGING FOREST: A FIRST FILM/00617

Type of Material: Film (color. 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-6
Date: 1970

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Rent: $7.40

Length: 11 minutes

Description: Explains how forests change with the seaso
As the seasons change, animal life in the forest i

changes. Birds, insects and other animals have ways of.
justing to the seasons.

Key Descripiors: Climate. General, Habitat-Plant i
Wildlife
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CHILD'S GARDEN,A
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Type of Materiai: Book
Intended for: K-6

Lanfuage: English
Free: Single copy
Length:54 pages
Description: Informaiion on everything needed to know
about planting and growing vegetables, it contains projecis
that would be useful in a tree program. One copy is free
to teachers.

Key Descriptors: Propagation/ Care

Resource Provider: Chevron Chemical Company - Public
Affairs Dept., P.O. Box 3744, San Francisco, CA 94119
USA
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CHILDREN OF THE GREEN EARTH

Typ« of Material: Vidcoupc(VHS.color)
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Rent: $20.90
Length: 20 minutc.s
Description: An introduction to Children of the Green

Earth, the wonder of trees in our lives and the need for

tree planting. Beautiful music, children's voices and pho
tos of a tree planting with Richard St. Barbe Baker.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
Global Forestry

Resource Provider:
Lakevicw

Rd.,

Michael Soulc, - Director, 3712

Leaveworth,

KS

66048

USA

Ph.

913-651-6899

Address to use to obtain material: Children of the Green

Earth, P.O. Box 95219;Seattle, WA 98145-2219, Ph.(206)
525-4002.
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CHILDREN OF THE GREEN EARTH NEWSLETTER

Type of Material: Newsletter
Intended for: K-Adull

Language: English Purchase: SIO current issues, S2.50 for
back copies
Description: Periodic newsletter on worldwide reforcst>

tion efforts. Each issue features one region of the world,
with tree lore, current tree-planting work and a two-pap:
children's section of stories, interesting facts and gama
which can be reproduced for classroom use.
Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/Importance. Arbor Day, Global Forestry
Resource Provider: Children of the Green Earth, Michad

Souic, - Director, P.O. Box 95219, Seattle, WA 98145 USA
Ph.206-525-4002
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CHILDREN WHO PLANT TREES,THE

Type of Maierial: Workshop (children, adults, tcachcnj

Education Facility (indoor i ouidobr)
Intended for; K-Adult

Language: English Purchase: $125 for 1-2 hour program
Description: Teaches children about tree structure, grovt
and their value to people and the rest of the ccosysicn
through a program of slides, storytelling, culminated by
tree-planting.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciatioi
Benefits/ Importance, Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Qja
munities. Products/' Human Use/ industry
Resource Provider: Environmental and Cultural Progra
and Services, Michael Caduto, P.O. Box 1052, Norwiti
VT 05055 USA Ph. 802-649-1815
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CHRISTMAS TKEL FARM
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Type of Maiertal: Rook
ItUeniied for; K-<)

Date: 1974 Author: David Budbill
Language: Lngiish

Description: The author shows all the work that goes into

produdng Christmas trees. The illustrations are colorful
and informative.

Key
Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ Industry. Wood
lands,'Small Landowners.'Tree Farmers
Conceptual Categories:29

Resource Provider: MacMiUan Publishing Co.. Inc., Hbti
Third Ave.. New York. NY 10022 USA
Addr»
».bui. ma..riaU L.,01 lib,.r, 0, bookStore.
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CITY TREES: A CURRICULUM GUIDE OF OUR URBAN
FOREST AND COMMUNITY

Type of Material; Curriculum
InteiKied for: K-i2
Date: 1^88

Copyright: Yc.s Language: English Purchase: Contact pro
vider.

Length: 75 les.s<vns

Description: City irccs provide an exciting laboratory in
which students can explore their physical environment

and community from many perspectives. The activitie,s in
the guide box link inniepih classroom study with the ex
citement of hands-on learning. Using the urban forest will

provide a fresh approach m a variety of disciplines. Used
in conjunction with a tree planting project, students will ^

find a rewarding end to this program, and a.s the trees at
the school mature, they will provide an ongoing laborato
ry for study.

The curriculum includes a teacher's workshop, posters,

pamphlets and supporting urban forestry resources.
Key Descriptors: Soils, Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiolo
gy. Tree/Plant Identification, Urban Forestry/ Trees
A'

"

■

Resource Provider; San Francisco Friends of the Uria

Forest, Cheryl Kollin, 512 2nd St., 4th Fl., San Francisa
CA 94107 USA Ph. 415-543-5000
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CONSERVATION AND BALANCE IN NATURE
Type of Material: Film
Intended for: 4-Adult
Date: 1967

Language: English
Loan: Free loan use to California and Hawaii residents

only.
Length: 18 minutes

Description: This film clearly depicts the natural balana
among plants, animals and their environment. It shows

how this may easily be disiurbed by man's actions.
Key Descriptors: Diversity/ Interdependence, Ecosystems
Ecology/ Plant Communities, Habitai-Flant and Wildlife
Conceptual Categories: 35. 36. 37. 38. 43
Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, Region 5 Fiin
Library. - Audience Planners, Inc., 5107 Douglas Fir Dr.
Calabasas. CA 91302 USA Ph. 818-884-3100
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DEAO SNACS

Type of Material: Slide Shou (audio ta|)c, color)
Intended for; 5-AiluIt

Date: 1086 Author: P()rtland Audubon Society
Copyright: N'cs Language: English Purcha.sc: Contact Port
land Autlubon Society for purchase information.
Rent: $5.00
Loan: Yes

Length: 30 minutes
Description: Illustrates that there is life m dca<l trees. Snaps

serve as a home for many types of wildlife. This sli<lc pro
gram is designed to encourage property owners to recog
nize this wildlife value of dead trees and allow them to re

main for wiUHifc as opposed to unnecessary cutting.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation' Benefits' Importance, Div
ersity' Interdependence. Ecosystems; l.cology Plant Com
munities. Habitat-Plant and Wildlife

Conceptual Categories: 9. 31. 34. 35. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41, 42.
43, 44

Resource Provider: Audubon Society. Richardsoh Bay
Audubon Center arid Sanctuary, 376 Greenwood Cove
Rd., Tiburon. CA 94920 USA Ph. 415088-2524
Address to use to obtain material: Or Portland Audubon

Society
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CONSERVATiON CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Type of Material: Chart
Intended for: 6-Aduit

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Useful as an awareness tool for Arbor Day.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Mississippi
State University. - Leader, Extension Forestry. P.O. Box
54Q6. Mississippi State, MS 3*^762 USA Ph. 601-325-3150
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Days OF A TREE

of Material: Film (color)
ktraded for: K-8

Gipyright: Yes Language: English

;

Loan: 2 weeks

Ifligth:28 minutes
Docription: A father takes his son to a favorite trout
irtam where he fished as a boy only to find that a forest

8ft has destroyed the stream and area. They learn from a
kal forest ranger that several forest fires in the area have
mined the fish habitats, soil, timber and entire local wat

<nhcds. They learn (hat trees retain water and help to
prevent soil erosion and fiooding. The importance and

protection of the forest is emphasized. Fire fighting equip
ment and a field staff studying insect damage and streams
B shown.

Key Descriptors: Protection-Fire/ Insects/ Disease, Soils,
Water

tesource Provider: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resourc
es, - Film Library/Audio Visual Unit - Communications
Branch, Room 5440, Whitney Block, Queen's Park, To
ronto, Ontario M7A IW3 Canada Ph. 416-963-1325
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DEAD TREE,THE ,
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Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4-12

Date: 1972 Author; Alvin Tresseui
Language; English

Description: A presentation of the nature cyde of life in
the forest where even a dead tree serves to enhance new

Key Descriptors: Ecosystem^ Ecology/ Plant Communi

£SJ-Plant
and wrwiife. Ut. Csr«l.. Tr.. GrowthAnatomy/ Physiology
Resource Provider: School Book Service. New York. NY
USA
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DEATli OF AN OLD TKLE

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm.sound)
Intended for: K-AduU
Date: 1^75

Copyright: Yes Language: Lngiish
Length:9 mmuies

Description: Poetic

film

that

concentrates

on

a

70U-ycaiH)ld old tree, a tree that is dying, yet beneath the
crusted bark there is still life and growth. The tree has

dispiayed its beauty to generations 'Man marvels at such a

thing a.s this • here is life hcfiire yiiur father s father s fa
thcr.'

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/' Importance, Life
Cycle, rrcc Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology
Resource Provider: Sacramento County Office of Educa

tion, 9738 Lincoln Village Dr., Sacramento. CA 95827
USA Ph 916-360-2571
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EDUCATIONAL GAMES

Type of Material: Game
Intended for: K-Adult

Author: Gredna Landolt

Language: Spanish

Description: Complements the forestry education program
(See Methodology Guide - Program of Forestry Educa
tion). Intended to teach basic ecological and forestry con

cepts to the Andean children, through games. It consists of
posters and cards. Colored and laminated.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Ucncfiis/ Importance, Eco

systems/ Ecology' Plant Communities, Global Forestry,
Life Cycle
Resource Provider: United Nations FAO ProjecuHolanda/
INFOR,P.O. Box 11842, Lima 11. Peru Ph. 72-85-22
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EDUCATIONAL POSTERS
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Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: 3-6

)Author: Walter Tournier Enrique Niquin
Language: Spanish
Description: Posters 50 x 70 cm with tNwo-color illustra

tions. Complementary material for the forestry program as
listed in the Methodology Guide - Program of Forestry
Education. A set of 24 posters.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/' Importance,
Global Forestry

Resource Provider: United Nations FAO Project/Holanda;'
INFOR. P.O, Box 11842, Lima II. Peru Ph. 72-85-22
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educational state KpKEST system
Type of Material: Audio Tape Cassette, Education Facility
(Indoor

outdoor), Slide Sho>v (audio tape, color)

Intended for: K-Adult

Copyright: No Language: English
Free; Yes

»

Description: The North Carolina Forest Service has fiv«
Educational Siaic Forests (Rendevous Mountain, Tutik,
Uladen. Lakes, Holmes, and Clemmons) and one undo

development, with others being planned;

The purpose of the Educational State Forest system is lo
teach children and adults about the forest environment

and how and why we n^ed to manage our forest rcsourca
and practice good conservation and stewardship.
»

The education

program

is

twofold. The

Educaiioi

Program includes activity packets, ranger conducted pro
grams, teacher workshops, and day camps. The inlcrp^^
live Program includes outdoor and indoor exhibits an^
displays, talking tree trail, interpretive center, forestry
demonstration trail, tree identification signs, and hani)
outs.

Educational visits to the Educational State Forests havt

been incorporated into the curriculums of several NonI
Carolina school systems.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Comprehen
sive. Management Praaices' Silviculture, Multiple Use
■(

Resource Provider: North Carolina Dept. of Natural Rt

sources Si Community Development, Harry F. Layman.
Forest Resources Director. P.O. Box 27687, Raleigh, NC
27611 USA

Address to use to obtain material: Joe C. Hogue, Jr., P.O.
Box 27687, Raleigh, NC 2761 1.
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rjrpe of Material: Curriculum

winded for: K-3
6rte:1978

Copyright: Yes Ic^nguage: English Purchase:$40.00
Itecription: ETC! is a kit containing 108 Environmental
Task Cards for all primary children using the Inquiry Ap

prooch and Student Involvement through Oral and Writ
ten Language. The cards ernphasize four areas: Awareness,
Outdoors. Soil, and Man's Impact. Most of the activi
tks can be done outdoors using inexpensive or free ma
terials. The activities arc designeil to increase the lenrner's
iwircncss of environmental concepts.

Kay Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance.
General,Soils. Urban Forestry/ Trees

CteKeptuai Categories: 1, H. 15, Ih. 17. 18. 19, 20, 21. 2.T
24,28. 34.35.46,49

^tcsource Provider: ETC! Environmental Task Cards. Jean
Wobbc, P.O. Box 1749. Redding. CA 96099 USA Ph.
(fl6-241-9606
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LXPLORING city fK"KES"AND

THE NEED

FOR

ITtBAN FORESTS

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4-8

Ditc: 1976 Author: Margnrct Jcnn Aniicf^on
language: English

Description: This hook makes the life processes of the tree
indcrstandablc to children. It suggests activities will tench
iFhat trees contribute to the city environment.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation. Benefits* Importance, Life
Cycle. Urban Forestry/ Trees

C^ceptuai Categories: 11, 20. 30. 37. 38.47
Resource Provider; McGraw Hill Book Co.. New X'ork.
NY USA

Address to use to obtain material: Local library or book
flore.
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FOCUS ON FORESTS

Type of Material: Computer Software, Poster. Teacherii
Manual

Intended for: 5-7
Date: 1988

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $19.95 (♦
S3.00 shipping per order)

Description: This Apple lie and Mc-compaiibie compuH

program is a new componenc of the Project Learning
(PLT) program. It is available as an independent tcachi^
instrument or as an adjunct to PLT activities.

Uses color graphics to develop students* critical ihinkii
and creative problem-solving skills. In applying ihi^
skills the Apple He and llc-compatible disk program lit
teach students about the natural groupings of tree specif

and where ihcy grow in the U.S.; describe the countj)'
various soil types, climatic and topographical variaiwi
FOREST BOOK,THE
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Type of Material: Dock
Intended for: K-6

Author: Helen Juliar

Language: Engli.sh Purchase: $7.95
Description: In notebook style written by a teacher, \is
* multi-icvcl games and activities arc centered around forcs
■

^

.

Key Descriptors: General
rORE5T APPRECTaTION

Resource Provider: Women in Timber, Alaska, 1 1 1 Stcd
man St. #200. Ketchikan, AK 99901 USA

Tjpe of Material: Book

litended for: K-4

page 203

lktf: 1976

Gopyrighl: Yes Language: Lnglish Furcha.sc: $6.00 (Cina
diin dollars)

Length: 27 pagc.s

Description: A teacher s guide intended to develop a scnsi
dtity and appreciation for woodland areas. A scries of for

'«st walks are u.scd to have students discover the many
jpccicsof flora and fauna found in (he forest ecosystem.
Icy Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Fico
lysrcms/ Ecology/ Plant Communities
Conceptual Categories: 35..37
teoufce Provider: Pacific Educational Press, CJ. Anasta

dou, - Executive Director. Faculty of Education, The
University of British Columbia. Vancouver, British Co
'kmbia. V8T 1Z5 Canada Ph. 604-228-5385

•jpage 203

FOREST IN MY CLASSROOM,A

98

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4-7

Date: 1983

Copyright: Yes Language: llngiish Purchase: $8.00 (Cana
dian dollars)

Length:60 pages

Description: This teacher's guide outlines many forest ac
tivities that can be used in the classroom u> help students
develop a love and understanding of the forest. Topics
covered include: The First Environmeniaiisis, The First

Loggers. Properties of Wood Forest Products. Art and the
Forest, Animals of the Forest and Forests of the Future.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits. Importance. Mabiiai-Pianl and Wildlife, Harvesting* Uigging, Products
Human Use/Industry
Resource Provider: Pacific Educational Press,'C.J. Anasia

siou, - Executive Director, Faculty of Education, The
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Co
lumbia, VST IZ5 Canada Ph. 604-228-5385
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FOREST IN OUR FUTURE/#2
■

■

.

-

v.

Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K-Adult

Language: English

Description: Two small posters which show a child in the
forest with a small tree.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance

Resource Provider: Department of Natural Resources,
;Dawn Watson,- Information Officer, P.O. Box 6000, Fr^
dcricion. NB E3A 4P4 Canada
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FOiREST IS A HOME ADDRESS FOR:

99

Type of Material: Info/Fact Shcct($)
Intended for: K-Aduit

Author: Wisconsin Dcpartmeni of Natural Resources
Copyright: No Language: English
Frees Single copies
Length:2 pages

Description: A 2-page fact sheet about forest habitat. The
front page illustration contains drawings of shrubs, trees,
animals, birds, idcntiricd as inhabitants of an eastern for
est. The second page describes the different Wisconsin for
ests.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Bcncrit.s/ Impivriancc, Eco
systems/ Ecology/ Plant Communities, Habitat-Plant and
Wildlife

Conceptuai Categories: 9, 1 1, 34,35,3b, 37,38
Resource Provider: Wisconsin Department of Natural Re
sources, Cathy M. Cliff, - Environmental Education Spe
cialist, 101 S. Webster, P.O. Box 7921, Madison, Wl 53707
USA Ph. 608-267-7529
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FOREST IS ALSO...NIJTS, BERRIES,AND LEAVES,A

Type of Material: Slide Show (audid tape)
Intended for: 1-Adult
Date: 1978

Language: English
Loan: Free loan use to California and Hawaii residenli
only.
Length: 8 minutes 80 frames

Description: The how and why leaves change colors,

food in forest and what it can supply. Plants to stu^
ihere^s more than one,all presented in music and rhyme
Key Descriptors: Products' Human Use/ Industry, Tw
Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology, Tree/Plant Identification
Conceptual Categories: 9, 10, 22
Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, Region 5 Fila
Library. - Audience Planners, Inc., 5107 Douglas Fir Dr,
Calabasas, CA 91302 USA Ph. 818-884-3100
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FOREST OF TREES AND LOGS,THE

Typ« of Material: Film (color)
Intended for: 3-AduIf

Language: English
Loan: 2 weeks

Length: 15 minutes

Description: Shot in fhc great rain forest of Washington
State, this film presents this forest as a vital natural area
that is more valuable to man standing than in the form of

logs. The forest is explored as a place of life, an environ
ment with delicate interrelationships harboring the living,

providing food, and which even in decay, brings forth vi
tality. Man in his quest for natural resources is whittling
away at the remaining forests of the world.

Key pcseriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values. Diversity/ In
terdependence, Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology. Rainfor
ests

Conceptual Categories: 36, 39,43. 44, 45, 49,50
Resource Provider: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resourc
es, - Film Library/Audio Visual Unit - Communications
Branch, Room 5440, Whitney Block, Queen s Park, To
ronto, Ontario M7A 1W3 Canada Ph. 416-963-1325

pa;ge 217
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FOREST PRODUCTS KIT

Type of Material: Curriculum
Intended for: 3-6

Date: 1988 Author: Cheryl Walters
Language: English
Length: 21 pages

Description: This teaching unit is an attempt to help stu
dents in grades three through six explore forest products
and their uses in a fun fashion. It is scicnce-bascd. yet in
terdisciplinary in nature and adaptable to many subject
areas.

The unit is divi<!ed Into five lesson plans, each designed to
last one hour. The lessons are objective-based and contain
five general sections. First, i.s an 'Information Box" with
objectives, concept, length and subject matter. This is fol

lowed by 'Background* materials for your use to help pre
pare you for the les.son. Next, a di.scovery orienied 'Activi^
ty' allows your students to learn by action, using readily
available matcriais. The 'Discu.ssion' contains questions
which enlarge students' experience and brings out the ed

ucational significnnce of the activity. Finally. 'Branching
Out' gives additional activities which follow-through, ex
pand and reinforce the les.son. Frequently, these activities
allow the teacher to incorporate other subject areas into
the lesson plan.
Although these lessons were designed to form the forest
products unit, each lesson is also designed to stand on its
own. The last lesson is a unit review. The lessons arc ar

ranged to he used in the following order: 1) 1001 Forc.st
Products, 2) Edible Forc.st Products. 3) STRENGTH vs.

Strength, 4) Trees and the Mail-Order Catalogue, and 5)
Trceviai Pursuil*.

Key Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ Industry

Resource Provider: World I-orestry Center, Carol Smart. 
Director of Education, 4033 S.W. Canyon Road, Portland,
OR 97221 USA Ph, 503-228-1367
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forest'to

farms

on

the

coastal

PLAlN/#48-13880A

Type of Material:Slide Show (audio tape,color)
Intended for:6-12

Language: English Purchase: SI 18.57
Length: 71 frames

Description: Full-color photographs document the story of
the extenslve clearing of the low-lying forests of the mid'

Atlantic coastal plain. Clearing creates vast expanses of
new larmland but has serious ecological consequences for

the area's wildlife, as well as for the coa.staI shellfish pop
ulatiiins. In carousel tray, and includes teacher's guide.

Key Descriptors: Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Piannin|.
Products/ Human Use/ Industry, Water
Conceptual Categories: 7, 43, 44. 45. 49

Resource Provider: Carolina Biological Supply Company, .

Robert £. Mize,- Audio-Visual Developer, P.O. Box 1059,
Burlington. NC 27215 USA Ph. 919-226-6000,
800-334-5551, 800-632-1231(NO

^

Address to use to obtain material: 2700 York Road, But

lington NC 27215, OR: Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Box 187, Gladstone, OR 97027,
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FOREST TRAILS

Type of Material: Film
Intended for: K-Adult

Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 20 minutes

Description: Filmed by Manitoba outdoors photgraphcr,
George Catier, this film depicts a habitat of southcri
Manitoba. The forest is a different world altogether, witJi
boundless beautiful types of living things, all of which add

to our enjoyment of life.

Key

Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importano,

Global Forestry, Habiiat-Plant and Wildlife

Conceptual Categories: 38

, page 228
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FORESTRY CENTER

Type of Material: Education Facility (indoor & outdoor)
Intended for: K-Adult
Language: English

Description: The World Forestry Center is a diverse fores
try education facility geared for visits by both classrooms

and families. The Ge'nter is the reposimry for exhibits such

as the 100 years plus 'Jesup Goilection of Woods of the
United States of America.' Its main exhibit hall features a

■talking tree. Other displays include a slide show of For-

e.sts of the World, a presentation on the devastating Tilla
mook Burn, and simulated plywood, paper and saw mills.
Other collections besides the Jesup include wooden Byrod. hand-carved carousel horse and wooden bowl collec
tions.

The World Forestry Center rents forestry films for a $5.00

handling fee for a Z-weck period In addition, the Center
offers presentations to visiting cla.sscs. a sdmmer forest
camp, a demonstration forest and various classes and
workshops on apquarterly basis to the public.

General admission to the World Forestry Center s Exhibit
Hall is $2.00 for adults and $1.0(1 for students 6-18. Chil
dren under 6 and seniors 62 or over are admitted free.
Membership is also available at various rates. Conifct the
Center for more information.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance.
Global Forestry. Management Practices/ Silviculture,
Products/ Human Use/ Industry

Resource Provider: World Forestry Center. Carol Smart.
Director of Education. 4033 S.W. Canyon Road. Portland.
OR *17221 USA Ph. 503-228-1367
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"TORESTRY CALENDARS

Type of Material: Calendar
letended for: K-Adult

linfiiage:Spanish

Itecription: Presents forestry aspects of the Peruvian Sier
18 vith pictures, slogans, and signs, on the reverse of the
has permanent value as a teaching tool.

19S4 Calendar. Signs: By-laws of rural communities: Soil
conservation; Firewood; Water Cycles: Benefits of forestry:
Benefits of trees.

1985 Calendar. Signs: How to plant a tree: Soil and water
tonservation; Let's produce q'enua trees: Agricultural im
plements in the Andes; Management of eucalyptus buds;

Women, your participation is important.
1986 Calendar. Procedures for recognizing and official
legistration of rural communities: Storing and care of C

^ie seeds; Viable community forestry industries: Benefits
Bom prickly pear; Trees and wild animals; Frosts; Rela
%on between trees and soil.

Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,

Comprehensive, Global Forestry, Water

Iwoarce Provider: United Nations FAO Project/Holanda/
,'INFOR,P.O. Box 11842, Lima 11, Peru Ph. 72-85-22
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ID8ESTRV FILM CATALOG

tyfeofMaleriai: Catalog
ptoded for: K-Adult

C^ght:No Language: Lnglish
rrserYcs

Descriptors: General
laoorce Provider: Florida Division of Forestry. Mike

Settles, - County Forester, 12175 I25lh St, N, Largo. FL
|W4 USA Ph. 813-586-5477
jUdress to use to obtain material: Florida Division of For-

Ittry, Forest Education Bureau. 3125 Conner Blvd., TaliaBtsscc. FL 32301
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FORESTS AND TREES OF THE UNITED STATES
Type of Material: Booklet,Poster
Intended for: 4-Ailult
Date: 1982

Language: Engiish
Free: Single copy

Description: This large colorfuJ poster graphically depicts
themajor forest civrnmuniiy types of the U.S. and the ma

jor species of each forest type. The booklet by the same ti
tle offers teaching succe.siions for using the map/poster.

Key Descriptors: Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Corhmuni
ties. Tree/Plant Identification

Conceptual Categories: 1, 5,9. 10, 20

Resource Provider: American Forest Council, Phyllis
Dick-son, 1250 Connecticut Ave. NW. Suite 320, Washing-,
ton,DC 20036 USA Ph. 800-424.2485
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FGRESTS/04925

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-3
Date: 1959

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Rent: $8

Length: 10 minutes

Description: Of historical value. Shows forest products.
Describes tree harvesting from planting to final process
ing. Stresses the need for conservation and how to achieve
it.(Gateway)

Key Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ Industry, Propa
gation/ Ca/'e, Harvesting/ Logging
Conceptual Categories:6,20, 29, 46,47,49

Resource Provider: University of Wisconsin - Extension,
Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, P.O. Box 2093, Mad
ison, WI 53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888(WI
only)
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FORESTS:A~NORfH AMERICAN HERITACEy#31M8"

^06

Type of Material: l-ilni (color. Ihmm. sound). Videotape
(color)
Intendeii for: 5-Atlult
Date: 1986

Copyright: Yes Language: English

Purchase: $225

film/$49.95 video

Length: 1 1 minutes

Description: North America is a varied land that supports
a variety of forests from the hardwoods of eastern America
to the conifers of the Northwest, What is a forest? What
are the forest reguibs of North America? Of what value
arc forests? Why arc there different kinds of forests? The

history of forest ownership and management is also men
tioned, The question is asked,'What does the future hold
for forests?'

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Management
Practices/ Silviculture, Multiple Use, Products/ Human '
Use/Industry

Conceptual Categories: 6, 14, 15, 20, 29, 35, 37. 38, 40, 46
47, 49

Resource Provider: West Wind Productions, Inc., P,0. Box
3532, Boulder, CO 80307 USA Ph. 303-443-2882
1-800-228-2882
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FOREVER LIVING F0RESTS/GF#7

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: 5-Adult

Language: English
Rent:$5.00

Length; 25 minutes

Description: Attractive film about the California redwoodiL

Emphasis on industrial aspect. Managed redwood forcsti
not only produce much more wood than an unmanagt<

forest but are more open to sunlight and provide mom
recreational uses. Well done sequences of logging, millint
and utilization of redwood.

Key Descriptors: Harvesting/ Logging, Products/ Huma
Use/ Industry, Redwoods

Resource Provider: World Forestry Gcnier, Carol Smart,

Director of Education,4033 S.W. Canyon Road, Portland,
OR 97221 USA Ph. 503-228-1367
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FROM SEED,TO TREE,TO YOU

Type of Material; Booklet
Intended for; 3-4
Dale: 1984

Copyright: Yes Language; English
Length: 39 pages

Description: In this fun activities booklet, Eva Green
shows students around timber country and tells them

about trees. Included arc activities for coloring, puzzles,

hiddcn-picture.s, mazes, secret codes, word scrambles, con
nect the dots. wordscarch and more! Includes a glos.sary.

Useful for teachers in focusing on the benefits trees pro
vide us in celebrating Arbor Day.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Multiple Use, Produci.V Hu
man Use/ Industry, Tree/Plant identification
Conceptual Categories: 3, 20, 46. 47. 49
Resource Provider: Women In Timber, Washington. Ann

Forest Burns, 369 State Highway 12, Montcsano. WA
98563 USA Ph. 206-621-9168, 206-527-257i
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>

FROM THESE FORESTS

Type of Material: Film (color,sound)
intended for; 3-Adult
Date: 1960

Language: English
Length; 25 minutes

Description: Shows how recreational opportunities and
good forestry practices are combined in woodlands owned

by one large paper company. The story of good wildlife

and forestry management is told with scenes of huniinj
and fishing that will appeal to all audicnce.s.

Key Descriptors: Management Practices/ Silviculture,
Multiple Use

i

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Clemson Uni
versity, Extension Forestry, 272 Lenotsky Hall, Clemson,
SC 29631 USA Ph. 803-656-2478

Address to use to obtain material: Clemson University
Communications Center, Room 83, P & A Bldg., Clem
son,SC 29634-5607.
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GLOBAL ISSUE EDUCATION PACKET • TRGPICAl

mfl

FORESTS

Type of Material: Teacher's Packet or Kit
Intended for: K-12
Pate: 1987

Language: English Purchase: S7.U0 4- $3.00 p/h

Description: Curricuium materials are developed on the
tropical forest to: a) inform students at the K-12 !cvd

about a specific global issue and stress the interdepeih
dencc of the global ecosystem, b) help students to rcalia.

:hat their individual choices and decisions can and do d-

feet the global environment, c) encourage students to ex*
plore positive opporiunities to help sliape the future of
this planet, and d) provide students with alternative cour
ses of action.

All of the lesson plans and activities emphasize interactm
learning models through participation in hands-on active

ties, group discussions, role-playing, simulations, and iih
dividual creativity.

Key Descriptors: Diversity/ interdependence, Ecosysteriii
Ecology/ Plant Communities, Ethics/ Social Values/Soci
ology, Rainforests

Conceptual Categories: 35, .36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41. 42, 41
44,45

Resource Provider: Global Tomorrow Coalition, Amy
Holm, 1325 G St., N.W., .Suite 915, Washington, DC
20005 USA
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great American forest,the
Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: 4-Aduit
Date: 197Q

Language: English
Free: Single copy
Length: 15 pages

Description: This magazine-quality booklet depicts with
words and color photographs the many uses and products
derived from the forest. Di.scusses hou better use of forest

land can compensate for land going to other users. De
scribes the American Tree Farm System whose members,

often small landowners, carry out good forestry practices
on their private land.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
Products/ Human Use/ Industry, Tree Growth/ Anatomy/
Physiology, Woodlands'Small Landowners/ Tree farmers.
Conceptual Categories:6, 20,29,46,47,48,49,50

Resource Provider: American Forest Council, Phyllis
Dickson, 1250 Connecticut Ave. NW,Suite 320, Washing
ton, DC 20036 USA Ph. 800-424-2485
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GREEN WORLD,THE'SY0804
109

Type of Material: VHS. Beta
Intended for: 5-Adult

Date: 1986 Author:Sony (Producer)

G>pyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S14.95 ea. +

tS.cio shipping & handling.
Length: 52 minutes

Description: A 30-foot python that swallows kangaroos
^hoic. Fox-sized bats that travel in flocks 25,000 strong.

Huge iridescent butterflies whose larvae look like spiky
hanucinations. Giant flightless birds whose pale green eggs

are incubated by the male. Ash trees that soar 322 feet
into the air, making them the world's tallest hardwoods.
These arc just some of the denizens of the Australian rain
forests featured in The Green World. Though comprising

only a fraction of the continent, these forests surpass a
surrealist's dream in their riotous bounty of life. They are

nature's experimental workshops, where thousands of new
species remain virtually undiscovered. This film touches
on the efforts of people working to save this vital Austra
lian resource from man's greed.

Key Descriptors: Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Hardwoods,
Rainforests

ConceptualCategories: 11. 34, 49
Resource Provider: Karol Video. - Education Coordinator,

22

Riverview

Dr.. Wayne, NJ

07470

USA

Ph.

201-628-9111
GROW YOUR OWN TREE
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Type of Material: Audio Tape Cassette, Curriculum, Film
Strip (audio tape). Color, Pamphlet, Poster
Intended for: K-4

Date: 1987 Author: National Arbor Day Foundation
Copyright: Yes Language: English
,
Free: Yes

Length: Varies

Description: A variety of creative educational material es

pecially designed for lowcr-clcmcntary grades. The ma
terial includes 2 color fiimstrips about the value of trees
and tree planting, wall posters with the same themes, a
teacher's guide (with complete lesson plans), student ac
tivity materials for hands-on learning experiences (plant
ing a seedling, etc.), awards and membership (to the Arbor
Day Foundation) availability.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day,Tree/Plant Identification, Urban Forestry/Trees
Conceptual Categories: 2, 8, 11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25,
35,46,51

Resource Provider: City of St. Louis Park, Jim Vaughan,
7305 Oxford St., St. Louis Park, MN 55426 USA Ph.
612-924-2565
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GROW-A'-TREE KIT
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Type of Material: Tree.Teacher s Packet or Kit
Intended for: K-6

Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: Gfoy/-A-Tree
kits $7.50 UPS per classroom of-5 children.

Description: The Grow.A-Trec kit includes a >»irap-arpund .
label to fit a liter bottle, a poster,and seeds for each child.
A workbook assists the teacher in the project; This project
Eives
student
opportunity
be part
of one of the
manyeach
wonders
of the
nature.
The childto will
be challenged
to

think about the world around her as well as parts of the

world far away. The child germinates a seed, plants it. and

experiences
it coming
to life.
will learn about the
ecology of our
planet and
the Students
bond of humankind.
Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values. Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology. Urban Forestry' Trees. Woodlands
Small Landowners'Tree Farmers

Conceptual Categories: 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. _0. -8. 36. .
45.46.49.50.51

Resource Provider: Trees for Life. Inc.. Balbir Mathur.
Executive Director, 1103 Jefferson, Wichita. KS 67-03
USA Ph. 316-263-7294
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OF ARBOR DAY/#1
,Material:Slide Show (script,color)
for: 4-7

Mo Language: English
Provides a written introductory history of the

Day ahd of California's Arbor Day. The slide
script show what a forest is and the benefits a
ofovides. Discusses what people can do to make
have a healthy place to grow.

p^jcriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance. Ar
na\. Propagation. Care
ual Categories: 20.46,47
Provider: Society of American Foresters (SAF).

Chapter. Gary Nakamura. - Extension Forester.

25^. 96002 USA Ph.916-225-5509
page 317

history of smokev bear
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Type of Material: Slide Shov.(audio tape)
Intended for: K-6

Language: English
Loan: Yes

Key Descriptors: Protection-Fire/ Insects/ Disease

Conceptual Categories: 34

Resource Provider: Rogue River National Forest. - Public
Information Officer. 333 W. 8th St., Box 520, Medford,
OR 97501 USA Ph.503-424-3600

ipggiraF arbor dav/#2

page 317

ef Material: Slide Show (script,color)
for: 4-7

1^1^87

Xi^fht: No Language: English
yi^z 37 frames

iMcriptJon: Provides a wrincn introductory history of (he
^Arbor Day and of California's Arbor Day. The slide
and^ript is almost idenlical to this Chapter s 'Hiv
jn of Arbor Day/Slide Show #i; which is also available

OcpKts what a forest is and the benefits a forest provides
Pousses what people can do to make sure trees have a
toJihy place to grow

tn Descriptors: Appreciation; Benefits Importance. Ar
mr Da). Propagation Care
Ca^ceptuai Categories: 20. 46. 47

iliioMrce Provider: Society of American Foresters (SAF).
^yutoon Chapter, Gary Nakamura. - Extension Forester,
l4ddin|. CA 96002 USA Ph. 916-225-5509
HOW A TREE GROWS/FS-8
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Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: 3-Ad uit

Date: 1968

,

Copyright: No Language; English Purchase: S—O/ca,

Description; A poster identifying the parts of tree. The
narrative explains the growth process and photosynthesis.
A handy teaching tool for a wide range of audiences.

Key Descriptors: Chemistry (Oxygen production/ photo

synthesis' carbon cycle). Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiol
ogy

Conceptual Categories: 23,24,25,26,28,32,39,42
Resource Provider: White River National Forest, Patty
Frederick, - Vis Receptionist, P.O. Box 948, Glenwood
Springs, CO 81602 USA
Address to- use to obtain material: USDA, Forest Service,

Rocky Mountain Regional Office, P.O. Box 25127, L^ke
wood,CO 80225, 303-236-9431.

. page 323

. HOW TO IDENTin* TREES
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Type of Material:Slide Show (audio tape,color)
Intended for: 3-6

Author: J.R. Fazio S.M.Shaw,,and S.H. Ham
Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 10 minutes

Description: Slides accompanied with a tape explains to
third through sixth graders how to identify trees.
Key Descriptors; Tree/Plant Identification
Resource Provider: Natural Resources Extension Pro

grams. Dr. James P. Lassoie, - Associate Professor. 122-A
Fcrnow Hall. Cornell University. Ithaca. NY 14853 USA
Ph.607-255-2117. Ext. 2114
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HOW TO IDENTIFY TREES/4H-SS-4344

Type of Material:Slide Show (color)
Intended for: 4-12
Date:l<'80

Language: English

Rent: 58.00(Make check payable to Univcrsuy of Minne
sota.)

Description: Used in Conjunction with a 4-H program.

Key Descriptors:Trec.'Plant Identification. Urban Fofcstry
Trees ■

Resource Provider: Minnesota Extension Service. Harold
Scholten. 3 Coffey Halt. 1420 Eckles Ave.. St. Paul. M8
55108 USA Ph. 612-625-8173
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HOW TREES BENEFIT YOU/P655

Type of Material:Info/Fact Shcet(s)
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Useful for Arbor Day

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance. Ar
bor Day. Ethics.' Social Values. Sociology

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, ^i^ssippi
Ciate Universitv. - Leader. Extension Forestry. P.O. Box

5446. Mississippi State. MS 39762 USA Ph.601-325-3150
page 335

HOW TREES HELP CLEAN THE AIR (USDA)/ED,

Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: 6-Aduil

Language: English
Free: Yes

Pescription: Could be used as an Arbor Day awareness
tool.

Key Descriptors: Acid Rain/Pollution, Appreciation/Ben
efits/importance. Arbor Day. Chemistry (oxygen produc
lion/photosynthesis/carbon cycle)

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Mississippi
State University, - Leader. Extension Forestry, P.O. Box

5496. Mississippi State. MS 39762 USA Ph.601-325-3150^^^,^reeS REPRODUCE

pS'S® 336-

Type of Material:Slide Show (audio tape,color)
Intended for: 3-6

Author: J.R. Fazio D.M. Shaw.,and S.H. Ham

Language: English
Length:9 minutes

Description: A slide presentation put forth by the 4-H As^
sociation designed to teach children from third to sixth
grades. This particular module is part II in a series pro
duced by 4-H on trees and forests.

Key Descriptors: Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Communi
ties, Tree Growth/Anatomy/Physiology
Resource Provider: Natural Resources Extension

Pro

grams, Dr. James P. Lassoie, - Associate Professor. 122-A
Fcrnow Hall. Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 USA
Ph.607-255-2117. Ext. 2114

HUG-A^TREE AND SURVIVE
Type of Material: Slide Show (audio tape). Visiting Teach
cr

Intended for: K-6

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Free; Yes

Length: 30 minutes 1 lessons

Description; The Hug-A-Tree and Survive Program w»

started in San Diego County by searchers after a nine*

year-old lost boy died in the local mountains. It icacbei
children survival principles, one being to hug a tree onct

they know they arc lost. Hugging a tree and even talkin|
to it reduces the fear of being alone, calming and prevent

ing panic. By staying in one place, a lost child can oc
found quicker and avoid being injured in a fall.

Key Descriptors: Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology.Gencnl
Resource Provider; Hug-A-Tree Program. Larry

2800 Meadowview Road. Sacramento, CA 95832 USA
916-427-4235
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HUG A TREE,:aND OTHER THINGS TO
OUTDOORS WITH YOUNG CHILDREN/CAF 10500

DO

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: K'2

Author: Robert E. Rockwell ei al.

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S10.45 (in
cludes postage + handling)
Length: 106 pages

Description: This book for teachers, parents or youth
group leaders provides fun activities for younger children
that encourages their curiosity and a desire to learn. It is
based on the premise that children learn best through di
rect experience and exploration. Adults are cast as facilita
tors who support the children's investigations rather than
that of a leader who imposes a direction. Adults play an

important role in introducing children to activities which
serve to broaden their initial experiences and to encourage
more complex thinking.
Includes information on how to use the book; how to ex

pand the outdoor experience by the varied methods chil
dren could record data and how to get kids to talk. Other

chapters include Outdoor Education Isn't Always in the
Woods; How to Organize for an Outdoor-Experience;
Where to go for help; Loving Your Environment - Aesth
etic and Affective Experiences; Turning On Your Sensei.

Observation Experiences; Backyard Data Coileaing
Measurement Experiences; Change and Time Experience^
and Hodge Podge.

Activities that deal specifically with trees include Hugpi^
A Tree; Leaves Don't All Fall the Same Way; Curves aid

Straights - the Shapes Nature Makes; Scavenger Hem
Grab Bag Lotto; Count What You Can and Do It Agaia;
Long,Short,Tali, Small - Compare them All; and Fill tht
Space - an Area Game.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciate
Benefits/ Importance. General, Urban Forestry/ Trees
Resource Provider: GryphonHouse, Jean Berry Racin,•
Education Markets Coordinator, 3706 Otis St., P.O. Box
275, Mt. Rainier, MD 20712 USA Ph. 301-779-6200
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I AM A TREE ••.LET^ LEARN ABOUT ME

Type oC Material: Coloring Book
Intended for: K-4

Author; Designer/Artist: Faith Skoog Concept: Joy Baker
Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: 500 copies 
$2540: 10,000 copies - $3400: 15.000 copies - $4400:
20,000 copies - $5450: 25.000 copies - $6400: plus freight
charges.
Length: 24 pages
Description: In a non-directed way. '1 Am A Tree' intro
duces children to basic facts about trees, and the uses and

benefits they provide. It was created to reach out to the
younger audiences ofter overlooked in other educational
programs. These are the people who will be voting on
land and forestry issues in le.ss than half of an Intensive
Southern pine rotation!

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefitiv' Importance, Habiiat-Plant and Wildlife, Multiple Use, Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology
Conceptual Categories: 8, 9. 15. 18, 20. 25. 35,49
Resource Provider: Weyerhaeuser Company, - Education
Coordinator, 810 Whitting Ave. a P O. Box 1060, Hot
Springs, AR 71901 USA Ph. 501-624-8498
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KEEP A Great THING growing america. tre£
cm'USA

Type of Material: Booklet
intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Explains what urban forestry is. ^hai beneflB
it provides, and what people can do to promote it
they
live. Can be used in conjunction with A Special n.
of Care video or slide presentation.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Bcrtefits/

bor Day. Ethics/ Social Values'Sociology. Urban Fo

Trees

Resource Provider: National Arbor ^ay Foundation. TJJ*
100 Arbor Avenue. Nebraska City, NE 68410 USA
402-474-5655
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LEAFLET

TREE

PLANTING/TREE

TENDING

COMBINED

Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: 3-Adult
Date: 1983 Author: R T. Marks

Language: English
Free: Yes

Leng^:2 pages

Description: An illustrated guide to planting seedlings, it

also names the parts of the tree and gives suggestions of
vvhat not to do when planting young trees with particular
attention to the roots.

Also available in the Lesotho language;

Key Descriptors: Propagation/ Care, Protection-Fire/ In
sects/ Disease

Resourct Provider: Forestry Division, Mr. T.J. Greta,
Chief Forestry Officer, P.O. Box 774, Maseru 100,
USA Ph. 322826
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LEARN TO LOVE TREES

Type of Material:Curriculum, Booklet
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Single copy
Length:6 pages

Description: This small booklet with colorful cartoon-lib
iUustrations aims at teaching children that forests are i»

portant and why. Includes discussion of trees as a renew
ble resource, useful products people get from trees, tb

many uses of forests(from recreation to watershed prowe
tion). how trees affect soil, water and air. and the imp«»
tance of reforesting land.

Provides a Uarn to Love Trees Program for teachers»

use with students. Could be used in preparing for Artw
Day.

Key Descriptoi^: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance.^
bor Day. Multiple Use.Products/ Human Use/ Industry
Conceptual Categories:6,20.29,35,46.47, 48, 49
^

Resource Provider; American Forest Council, Ph^
Dickson 1250 Connecticut Ave. NW,Suite 320, Washutt
ton, DC 20036 USA Ph. 800-424-2485
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LIFE IN A DECIDUOUS FOREST/CD-FM-SOn

Type of Material: Film (I6mm)
Intended for: 4-10
Date: 1963

Language: English
Rent: S8.00(Make check payable to University of Minne
sota.)

Key Descriptors: Habitat-Plant and Wildlife
Resource Provider: Minnesota Extension Service, HaroW

Scholten. 3 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN
55108 USA Ph.612-625-8173
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LIFE AND DEATH OF A TREE/2-1266

Type of Material: Film (color,sound)
Intended for: 4-Adull

Date: 1979

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Loan: Available to Sacramento and Yoio County School
Districts which contract for the film/video service.

Length: 20 minutes

Description: Living or dead, an oak tree is a stage where
many kinds of plants and animals play out their fates.
Live, it nurtures a variety of animals. It dies slowly, and
the ecosystem changes; now it feeds and shelters different

plants and animals. In the end, it decays into humus,
support for a new tree. Could be used as part of an Arbor
Day celebration.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant
Communities, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Hardwoods

Conceptual Categories: 9, 11, 31, 33,34, 35, 37, 38,39 40
42

Resource Provider: County Office of Education, Sacra

mento, Dr. Mary Reed, - Media Director, 9738 Lincoln
Village

Drive, Sacramento, CA

916-366-4460
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LIFETKA NATIONAL FOREST
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Type of Material: Film
Intended for: K-4

Language: English

Loan: Free loan use to Galifornia and Hawaii rcsidcn»
oniy«
Length: 11 minutes

D^cription: Eddie visits his uncle who is a

and learns about natural resources and how a U.3*
tional Forest is managed.

Key Descriptors: Management Practices/

Multiple Use, National Forests (Including Wildcrn
Products/ Human Use/ Industry

Conceptual Categories: 20,46,47
)

Resource Provider; USDA - Forest service,

-.

£ Fii^

Library.• Audience Planners. Inc., 5107 Douglas rt

CaIabasas.CA 91302 USA Ph.818-884-3100
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LIFE OF A TREE,THE

Type of Material: Curriculum
Intended for: 3-5

Date: 1989 Author: H. Sharon Ossenbruggcn

Copyright: No Language: English

Description: This learning package (available early 1989)
consists of several components:

1. Videotape introducing the topic 'Lives of Trees' and
showing a 4ih grade class performing a play called This is
Your Life, Acer Maple.' It introduces the important char
acters in a tree's life,

2. Slide/tape and poster called 'Life, Death, and Rebirth of
a Tree.'

3. Instructions for creating puppets from the play in
smaller hand version from simple materials in classroom.

4. Script so children can perform with puppets for others.
5. Other materials to plant or adopt their own tree to ob
serve its life cycle.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Life Cycle, Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology, Urban Forestry/ Trees

Conceptual Categories: 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 25,
31,35

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, H. Sharon Os

senbruggcn, - Information Specialist, Box 640, Durham,
NH 03824 USA Ph.603-868-5710
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LIFE OF THE FOREST,THE

Typ« of Material: Booklet
Intended for: K-Adult
Date: 1985

Language: English
Length: 16 pages

DescripUon: the forest is a complex community
trees and other plants and
of
Understanding how this community funct.onsjs^oJ «
interest in learning about the growth
^fully

their role in the forest world, how they can^ used tuu
without waste,and how to improve their quality.

This booklet covers how a tree seed takes

^

trunk feeds and supports a growing tree,

leaves of different tree species, the life history recor

s Tins,a

of.he

ij

'"3

mer, the uses of a single log, and breeding healthie

faster-growing trees for the future.

Key Descriptors; Ecosystems/ Ecology/

""trc*

Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology



ties. Life Cycle, Products/ Human Use/ industry.

^nceptual Categories:6,13,20,22, 23,24.26,37,38
Resource Provider; Champion Tnternational Corporat'Oj
Flora Cooper, - Crcaiivc Services Dept., One Ch
Plaza,Stamford,Cr 06921 USA Ph.203-358-6683
page 392

^

LIFE ON THE FOREST FLOOR: A FIRST FILMy02100

Tjpe of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-8
Date: 1972

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Rent: $7.00

Length: 10 minutes

Description: Describes the environment of the forest floor
- shelters from strong sunlight, moist atmosphere, source

of food produced from falling leaves and rotting stumps,
and refuge for many kinds of animals and plants.

Key Descriptors: Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Communi
ties, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Oklahoma
State University, - Audio Visual Center, 216 Library, Stillwater,OK 74078 USA Ph. 405-624-7213
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LIFE,DEATH,AND REBIRTH OF A TREE/FS-356
Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K«AduU

Date: 1987 Author: Alex L.Ship
Copyright: No Language: English
Free: Yes

Description:Color poster,24 x 36 in.,showing 12 stages in
the life of a tree.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Life Cycle, Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, Northeast For*

est Experiment Station, H. Sharon Ossenbruggcn,- Forc^
Sciences Laboratory, P.O. Box 640, Durham, NH 038^^
USA Ph.603-868-5710

^

Address to use to obtain material: May also be obiai^
from the Government Printing Office, Washington, OC
20402,

page 394

LITTLE SMOKEY/#17A

Type of Material: Film (color, I6mm,sound)
Intended for: K-8

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 15 minutes

Description: Narration by Hopalong Cassidy. This film
tells the true story of Smokey Bear - as a cub playing in
the woods, how he survived the forest fire in Tinaden Na
tional Forest, to how he went to Washington, D.C. Depicts

Smokey as a living symbol of fire prevention to school
children. The film could be useful in discussing how for

est fire concepts have changed to be a management tool.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, History, Pro
tection-Fire/ Insects/ Disease

Resource Provider: USDA Forest Service - Grey Towers Pinchot Institute for Conservation Studies, Rita Thomp

son, P.O. Box 188, Milford, PA 18337 USA Ph.
717-296-6401

page 396
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n5RAX/09166 FILM,11616 VIDEO

Type Of Material: Film (color, 16mm.sound). Videotape
(VHS.color)
• Intended for; K-6

Date: 1972

u

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Rent:S17.50

Length:25 minutes

Description: Animates the Dr. Seuss tale of
minded Lorax's attempts to save
suP/ival of certain animals, when ihe irtdustnous Once-ler

moveslnm the area to cut them

to the air water, and inhabitants when the trees arent
E.;k « E,, On«-l.r Siv., .1.. to. .0 »
young boy with a message(BFA).

Key Descriptors: Habitat-Plant and Wildlife. E»hi<^

Values/ Sociology. Diversity/ Interdependence. Propaga

Onceptual Categories:7. 11.20.34.35.36.43.44. 45. 49.
50

Resource Provider: University of Wi^onsm
Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction.P.O.^x 2OT3, Ma
i»n,W1 53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902. 800-362-6888(W1
only)

page 405

^jjOUND VOU IN autumn/02310

^,Maieriah Film(color,16mm.sound)
'■^-512.50
140^

17 minutes

Captures the beauty of autumn color, ex

9^^
leaves produce
these
Joining ho^ chemical
j^lj fiQ,^erschanges
and theinmigration
of monarch
and many birds. Explores the world of mush
!nd describes how plants disperse their seeds.
ivescriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance.

^(oxygen production/ photosynthesis/ carbon cy
^"nimatc. Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology

*J^ualOtegories: 19. 22

Provider: University of Wisconsin - Extension.
Audio Visual Instruction. P.O. Box 2093. Mad

53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888 (W1
aoly)

page 405
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fjpt of Material:Film (color,16mm,sound)
steaded for: 4-9

Laaguage:English
Io«tsSl2.50

l^gth: 17 minutes

Itocripdon: Depicts the awakening of springtime

nirc
Explores
the nesting
behaviors
of birds,
the new
life being
formedandincourting
the pond,
the budding
of
Oowers and trees, and the awakening of those creatures

who hibernated during the winter. Explains that spring is
a fascinating time to identify flowers and collect and ob
*rve nature's objects.(Mar/(3huck)

Xey Descriptors: Climate, Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physi
ology

Conceptual Categories: 16,22

R^^urce Provider: University of Wisconsin • Extension,
Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, P.O. Box 2093, Mad

ison, Wl 53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888(Wl
only)

page 405

MAN"WHO COULDNT STOP SNEEZING,THE
Intended for: K-8

■ '

'

Language: English
Free: Single copy
Length: 16 pages

Description: An illustrated children's story about the im

portance of wood in our lives.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, En
ergy, Wood Fiber,(31obal Forestry
Resource Provider: Manitoba Department of Natural Re
sources - Forestry Branch, - Communications (Coordina
tor, 300-530 Kenaston Blvd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3N
1Z4 Canada Ph. 204-945-8238
Address to use to obtain material: Novia Scotia Lands &

Forests, P.O. Box 68,Truro, N.S, B2N 5B8,

page 415
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trees

$f^fofi4-12
Yes Language: English Purchase:$395.00
J40.00
.25 minutes

^^otion: Richard Si. Barbe-fiaker brings '»'orld atten
alarming rate at which the world's deserts are

^ine because of tree felling and overgrazing. Man of
includes footage from Baker's 1952 Sahara

^ - gnd ecoiogicai survey, plus other archival materi

^^.jj^etches his early life in the forests of Canada, co
^Kenya and Nigeria, and the siruggie for the Redof California. The film shows his support of the

2^0 people in India, and explores his involvement in
Zealand.

B^vidcs these questions for discussion: 1) Why are trees

imoortant in the ecological balance? 2) Why have so
modern man? 3) What are some

fiYS to guard against the problems associated with the loss
]?uces'> 4) How has Mr, St. Barbe-Baker contributed to

Jnscrvation methods? 5) Would you say that he was
befofe his timc?VWhy?

Descriptors: Harvesting/ Logging. History, National

Forests(IhCluding Wilderness), Redwoods

C^BCCptuai Categories:43, 44, 45,46,47,49,50

Hesotircc Provider: Journal Films, - Education CoordinaHW, 930 Fitner Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202 USA Ph.
312-328-6700

page 415
MAN WHO PLANTED TREES,THE/1933

Type of Matcriai: Videotape(VHS,color)
Intended for: K-Adult
Date: 1988

Language: English
Rent: Inquire
Length: 30 minutes
Description: Academy Award winning animated feature
with a reforestation forest management message suitable
for all audiences.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/ Importance, Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology,
Global Forestry
Resource Provider: Forest Extension Service, - Librarian,
Box 6000, Frcdericton, New Brunswick E3B 5H1 Canada
Ph.506-453-3711

page 416
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MAN'S BEST FRIEND^IS A TREE
Type of Material: Poster
Intended for; 3-8

Language:English

,
*
Free:Available within Los Angeles
County.

'Length: I page

Description: Explains the benefits of trees in the urban

vironment,including purification of

habitat, products for human use. u«

P~7ofsoil

control ot

erosion,aesthetic benefits,economic benefits.

key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural

Ecology/
Plant Communities, Products
Human Use/
dustry, Urban Forestry/Trees
^ a-j ac\
Conceptual Categories: 38,39,4-, 46, 47.49
Resource Provider: Los Angeles

Herb Spitaer,Division,P.O. Box 3009.
geles.CA
90051Forestry
USA Ph.213-267-2481

page 416

MAPLE TREE
Intended for: K-6

Date: 1968 Author: Edith Thatcher

Language: English

Description: An engaging story of a maple tree from birth
(seed formation and budding) to furniture.

Key Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ Industry. Tree
Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology

Conceptual Categories: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21> 22,
23,24,25,26, 27, 28,29
Resource Provider: William Morrow Sc Co., New York,
NY USA

page 431
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yORE THAN TREES

fjpe oi Material; Film (color). Videotape(VHS,color)
Isitended for; K-Adull

lengths 30 minutes
Description: Explores the delicate and often hidden rela
flonships of forest plants and animals. The film is an
aesthetic study of a year in the forest, of happenings both
above and below ground, it travels from bacteria to trees,
earthworms to hawks. The film shows that there is more
10 a forest than generally meets the eye.
Available at no charge to Oklahoma schools, sporismen's

dubs and civic organizations for public showing,
ICey Descriptors: Appreciation/Benefits' Imponancc, Eco

systems/ Ecology/ Plant Communities, Habitat-Plant and
Wildlife

Resource Provider: Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Conservation, Ron Masters, 1605 E. Osage, McAlcster, OK
74501 USA Ph. 918-426-0767
Address to use to obtain material: 1801 N. Lincoln, P.O.

Box 53465, Oklahoma City, OK 73105-4498.

;

MR. DO

page 447
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3EE

AND

T69Cf^i30-oi49

TREES

COLOR

BOOK/CDF

Type of Material: Coloring Book
Intended for: K-2
Date: 1980

Language: English
Free: Yes

Length:6 pages

Description: Shows, using a coloring book format for
young children, that trees make shade to keep us cooler,
provide homes for wildlife, and increase the beauty of our
schools and cities.

Good to help set the stage for Arbor Day celebrations for
city children.
Colorful stickers of Mr. Do Bee are also available.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Urban, Forestry/
Trees
/

•

•

.

Resource Provider: California Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection (CDF), Brian G. Barrett, - Resource Man

agement, Room 1516-29, P.O. Box 944246, Sacramento,
CA 95814 USA Ph. 916-323-2495
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MY FRIEND THE FOREST

Type of Material: Slide Show (script,color)
Intended for: 4-6

Date: 1988 Author: Dwight Barnett
Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: Not yei estab
lish^.
Length: 12 minutes

D^ription: Talks about the woods and all the neat things
children can do in the wqods, and invites children to be a

friend (o the woods. The enthusiastic presentation makes
the forest really come alive for the children.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
General

Resource Provider: Tennessee Department of Conserva

tion, Roy C Ashley,- Director of Forestry. 701 Broadway
• Customs House, Nashville, TN

37203 USA

Ph

615-742-6621

Address to use to obtain material: Dwight Barnett, I & E
Forester - same address.

page 454

NEED TREES

Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free:Yes

Length:2 pages

I^cription: One side of this two-sided colorful poster de

picts the many uses of trees from homes for wildlife to
muk
cartons. The
23 little known
and interesting
factssecond
about side
treesillustrates
and tree products.
Useful
in support of Arbor Day activities.

Key ^criptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day, Diversity/ Interdependence, Products/ Human
Use/ Industry

R^ource Provider: American Forest Council, Phyllis
Dickson, 1250 Connecticut Ave. NW.Suite 320 Washinc
ton,DC 20036 USA Ph.800-124-2485
^asftmg
page 469
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from OTIS
- ■. ^ Material; Curriculum, Periodical

1988 Author: Education Unit Staff

j!^j4glit: Yes Language: English Purchase: $10.00 per

level per school year for purchase oui-of-state. Free

S^issouri teachers.
Itaglht * ea. pages

jj^ription: The student newspapers arc one component

of the 'Learning With Otis' elementary conservation edu
ction program. They arc provided to teachers in
^iasroom quantities four times per school year. January
I988's edition discusses trees.

Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits' Importance, Ar
hor Day, Products/ Human Use/ Industry

Conceptual Categories: 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18,

19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 34, 35, 44, 46, 47, 49,
51*

Resource Provider: Missouri Department ot Conservation,
Jerry Presley, - Director, 2901 N. Ten Mile Dr., Jefferson
City. MO 65105 USA Ph. 314.751-4115
CHRISTMAS TREE"'

page 479

l^ype of Matenal: Lesson Plan, visiting Teacher
listended for: K-Aduit
Date: 1988

Language: English Purchase: $2/person, $5/Iesson plan
only

Description: Offered in the Fall, participants learn about
the history of the Christmas tree tradition and arc given
in opportunity to act out a Christmas legend. They learn
to identify 5-7 commonly used conifers and view a slide
show about growing and harvesting Christmas trees. The

i;roup receives and plants a Christmas tree seedling and
discusses ways of conserving natural resources at Christ
mas by making ornaments from recycled materials. The

program includes a 1-1/2 hour indoor docent visit and an
optional field trip to a Christmas tree plantation. Limited
to 30 panicipants.
Application deadline, is October 30.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, His
tory, Tree/Plant Identification, Woodlands/ Small Lan
downers/ Tree Farmers

Resource Provider: Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests, Jeff Wailner, - Resource Education
Specialist, P.O. Box 97, Bethlehem, NH 03574 USA Ph.
603-444.6228.869-2683

Address to use to obtain material: Sandra Zlcus, Coordina
tor, SPNHF, 54 Portsmouth St., Concord, NH 03301

page 489
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OUR FORESTS,A RENEWABLE RES0URCE/r#2

Type of Material: Slide Show (audio tape,color)
Intended for: K-4

Language: English
Rent: S5.00

Length: 15 minutes

D^riptlon: An introductory slide tape designed

gyoups coming to the Forestry Center but also useful
introducing trees to any group. Concepts covered
.
some of the benefits we receive from trees, renewable

sources,conifers and broadleaf trees, as well as identify*'*®
major northwest tree species.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, General*
Products/ Human Use/ Industry,Tree/Plant Identificatit>'*
Carol Smart.

P^^221 USA Ph.503-228-1367
page 500-501

OUR FORESTS

Type of Material: Booklet,Teacher's Manual

Language: English Purchase: S.25/ea.
Length: 23 pages
Description: Designed to serve as a teaching aid for a unit
on trees and forests, A IQ-page teacher's manual is avail
able free, when used as a guide in conjunction with 'Our
Forests' booklet.

Resource Provider: Southern Forest Products Association,

P.O. Sox 52468. New Oricans, GA 70152 USA

page 500
OUR FORESTS/ED.

Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
General

Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Mississippi
State University, - Leader, Extension Forestry. P.O. Box
5446, Mississippi State, MS 39762 USA Ph.601-325-3150

page 500
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OUR FRIEND THE FOREST

type of Malcrial: Slide Shov/(script)
ljilcnd®<I

^

1988 Author: Dwight Barnctt

Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: Approx.
S50.0Q

Length: 20 minutes 80 frames

Description: Our Friend the Forest slide show is deigned

toincrease interest in nature in general and forests in par
ticular, while introducing some basic biology and ecology.

Shows fun things to do,interesting things to see in the way
of wildflowcrs, trees (flowers, fruit, seed dispersal, leaves,
barh)» and tree personalities. Wood products/forest har
vest and regrowth,clean water. Animals: food,shelter, etc.
It offers a summary of forest benefits: wood, water, wild
life, wildflowcrs and plants, fun and beauty. What can we
do for the forest? Being careful with fire, don't littering,

plant trees in town. More fun in the forest. Humorous and
beautiful slides keep children interested.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ GuUural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/ Importance, Diversity/ Interdependence, HabitatPlant and Wildlife

Conceptual Categories:9,11, 18,19,20,35,46,47.48,49
Resource Providen

Tennessee

Division

of

Forcsiry,

Dwight D. Barneti, 701 Broadway, Nashville, TN 37219
USA Ph.615-742.6630 615-742-6630

page 501

OUR LIVING FOREST

Type of Material: Pamphlet,Poster
Intended for: 4-6
Date: 1985

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Pamphlet is designed to do three things. Th.e

basic purpose is to reinforce the forcsiry messages con
tained in three films funded by a grant. The inside pro

vides an opportunity for testing individuals' knowledge by
completing two quizzes. The outside can be used as a post
er, which depicts the various activities during a forest's life
cycle. Pamphlet is free when used with Alberta Forestry
Assoc. films.

Key

Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,

Global Forcsiry, Life Cycle
Resource Provider: Manitoba Department of Natural Re

sources - Forcsiry Branch, - Communications Coordina
tor, 300-530 Kenaston Blvd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3N
1Z4 Canada Ph. 204-945-8238

Address to use to obtain material: Alberta Forestry Assoc.,
Suite 311, 10526 Jasper Ave., Edmonton,Alberta T5J 1Z5.

page 501
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jlAJfTS;improving OUR ENVIRONMENT
Material: Booklet,Teacher's Manual
n?*

English Purchases Booklet; 1 for $.75; 2-99 $.25

I^jq0499, $.18 ea.; further discounts on larger quani

^Teacher's guide;$2.(X}(more than 1,$1,50each)

(3) Contact SWCS for a free brochure of oth

^^lablc publications.

TkiS brightly colored, educational cartoon booklet dc

fffibcs how humans are dependent on green plants for
shelter, and oxygen. In an informative and
food« water,
--

ry^ay this cartoon booklet also describes how important

Sants,and trees specifically, are for pollution abatement,
^1 conservation, beautification, building materials, and
jDore.

The
Guide emphasizes the ccn
jjal theme of the booklet and contains objectives and sug
tcsicd student activities. The Guide consists of a file folder

5^ three pages of objectives, background information,
teaching methods,and four activity masters.

The Soil Conservation Society of America (SCSA) also

publishes a similar cartoon booklet entitled 'Plants, Ani
niais Man: Sharing the Earth, an Ecology Story' which
is a basic primer on ecology, explaining how soil, water,
jir and solar energy interact to create food (starches and

sugars). While focusing less on the specific contributions
trees make, it nonetheless is a similar fun and informa
tion-filled booklet, available without a Teacher's Guide

(single copy. $0.75; 2-99, $.25 ca,; 100-499, $.18 ea.). Con
tact SCSA for a free brochure of other available publica
tions.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
(Thcmistry (oxygen production/ photosynthesis/ carbon cy
cle), Products/ Human Use/ Industry, Urban Forestry/
Trees

Resource Provider: Soil and Water Conservation Society,
7515 NE Ankcny Road, Ankcny, lA 50021 USA Ph.
515-289-2331
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fAFER MAKING KIT

Type of Material:Teacher's Packet or Kit
lAtended for: 3-Adult

Language: English

Description: This papermaking kit includes a sample of
wood chips, the first stage of fiber separation and a bag of

pulpo The contents of the kit also include directions that
show how to complete the papermaking process in the
"classroom. There is enough wood pulp to make about 30
sheets of 4 to 5 inch squares of paper. There are also di
rections for making recycled paper.

Key Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ Industry
Resource Provider: Minnesota Forest industries. Inc., M R.
Allen, - Executive V P., 208 Phoenix Bldg., 333 V/est Su

perior St.,Puluth, MN 55802 USA Ph. 218-722-5013
page 507

POSTER SERIES

Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K-Adult

Language: English

Length: 1 page
Description: These large colorful posters on animal, plant
and insect identification display the diversity of living
things dependent on National Forests with a subtle Smo
kcy Bear fire prevention message. Useful to brighten a
room and raise awareness in preparing for Arbor Day.

May also be available from the nearest U.S. Forest Service
office (see appendix).

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Diversity/ Interdependence,
Protection-Fire/ Insects/ Disease, Tree/Plant Identification

Conceptual Categories: 1,9, 34,35
Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, P.O. Box

96090,Rm.3232, P.O. Box 96090, Washington, DC 20090
USA Ph. 202-447-3957

Address to use to obtain material: Available from nearest
U.S. Forest Service office.

page 537
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POSTER SET

Typ€ of Material: Poster
Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: A set of six posters illustrating the life^ death
and rebirth of trees, also how to help trees.

Key Descriptors: Life Cycle,Propagation/ Care
Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service. Northeast For
est Experiment Station. Thomas Baucom, 

Services. 370 Reed Road, Broomall, PA 19008 USA Ph.
215-690-3104

page 537

POSTERS

Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K-Adult

Language: English Purchase:$5.00 ca.(includes shipping).
Description: Five beautiful redwood posters(18 x 24 inch
es) arc available which depict the beauty and grandeur of
California's coast redwoods.

Posters available: 1) Help Save ihc redwoods • The World's

Greatest Forest (sunlight streams through this magnificent
redwood forest in Jedediah Smith redwoods State Park); 2)
Coast redwoods (the morning fog drifts through these

huge virgin redwoods in Prairie Creek Redwoods State
Park); 3) Gfcig Grove - Humboldt Redwoods State Park

(giant redwoods loom over this lush green undcrstory); 4)
California Federation of Womens Clubs Grove - Hum
boldt Redwoods State Park (a narrow road winds through
this dense redwood forest in this horizontal poster); and 5)

Big Basin Redwoods(massive redwood trees share the for
est floor with a dense bed of ferns).

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/ Importance, Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology,
Redwoods

Resource Provider: Save-the-Redwoods League, John B.

Dewitt,• Secretary, 114 Sansome St., Rm.605, San Fran
cisco,CA 94104 USA Ph.415-362-2352
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POPEYE IN THE \VCX)DS/SFA 009

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-7
Date: 1961

Language: English

Loan: Borro'wcrs pay rciurn mailing cost using inc same
method for return as that used to receive the film.
Length:7 minutes

Description: An animated forest fire prevention film.
Key

Conceptual Categories: 49

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service Film Library,

Instructional Materials Service, - Montana Committee for
the Humanities, University of Montana, Missouia, MT
59812 USA Ph. 406-243-5976,243-4070

page 537

questions and answers aboutforests/ed.
Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Useful in celebrating Arbor Day.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day,General
Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Mississippi

^

State University, - Leader, Extension Forestry, P.O. Box
5446, Misrissippi State, MS 39762 USA Ph.601-325-3150

, page 563
REDWOODS:THE WORLD'S LARGEST TREES

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 5-Adult
Author: Hcwes

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S12.98 +
$2.25 shipping
Key Descriptors: Redwoods
Resource Provider: Redwood Natural History Assoc.,

Business Manager, 1111 Second Street, Crescent City, CA
95531 USA Ph. 707-464-9150
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SAVE THE REDWOODS

Type of Material: Videotape(VHS,color)
Intended for: 4-Adult

Date: 1987 Author: Don Briggs

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: SI9.95 plus
$3.00 postage and handling
Length:6 minutes

Description; This beautifully photographed video shows
the logging of majestic old-growth redwoods. Conversation
with the tree faller provides information about the failing
process along with his views of the controversy surround
ing the logging of old-growth redwoods.

A voice-over poem points out how human greed and lack
of concern for the environment feeds the continuing de

struction of this unique habitat.

Key Descriptors: Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology, Harvest

ing Logging,Redwoods
Conceptual Categories: 7,36,44, 45, 49, 50
Resource Provider: Save-the-Redwoods League, John B,

Dewitl,• Secretary, 114 Sansome St., Rm. 605, San Fran
cisco, CA 94104 USA Ph. 415-362-2352
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SAVING THE REDWOODS

Type of Material: Magazine
Intended for: 6-AduU
Date: 1920

Language: English Purchase: $19.00

Description: A National Geographic magazine

pearing in the June 1920 issue. Price is for
copy of the issue.

Key Descriptors: History, Redwoods
Resource Provider; National Geographic

Rogers,- Promotion and Educational ServiciK
& M Streets; Washington, DG 20036
800-368-2728

page 596
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SEED
CONES
REFORESTA-nON
SPECIAL
FORESTAND
PRODUCTS
SERIES) (PART 6 
Type of Material; Film,Videotape
Intended for; S-Adull

Author; Martin Meyer

no

Copyright;Yes Language;English Purchase;$375.
Length;22 minutes

Description;(Older film.)This film illustrates the need for
reforesution. and shows all the steps used today to speed

the development of.new forests,including how seed cones
are collected and stored,how seedlings are started, various

planting techniques and rules, selective cross-breeding,
and grafting. Special emph^is is plac^ on the many ca
reer opportunities in the forest industries.
Other concepts illustrated include how cones are stored
and identified, how they are dried,and how the seed is ex
tracted and separated from debris. A forest nursery and a
orchard are shown, as well as special techniques for

obtaining superior tree shoots, or^scions, and a detailed
example of how such a scion'is grafted onto the top of a
young established tree of the same species,or rootstoch.
The film shows how the people concerned about the de

velopment of future forests have learned how to cut the
natural 're-cycling' lime nearly in half and create many
new jobs at the same time.

Key Descriptors: Careers/ Occupations.Propagation/ Care
Conceptual Categories; 20,46. 47
Resource Provider; Martin Moyer Productions. • Educa
tion Coordinator. 900 Federal Ave., East, Seattle, WA
98102 USA Ph. 206-322-9308

Address to use to obtain material: For videos, contact Vid-

eo-SIG, 1030 E. Duane Ave., Suite C, Sunnyvale, CA
94086.
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SEED TO SEEDLING

Type of Miateiial: Curriculum
Intended for: K-6
1986 Author;Sacramento Tree Foundation

Copyright;Yes Language; English Purchase;$10.00
Length: 10 lessons

Description: This ten-lesson curriculum presents learning
jctivities designed to develop the knowledge and skills
needed to successfully grow, care for and plant an oak
tree, using the native oaks of the Sacramento region as a
model, A second goal is to instill in children attitudes of

appreciation and concern for trees that can be passed on

to future generations.

This curriculum is designed for use by classroom teachers

and youth group leaders during September to June. Each
u«nn plan.'activity includes Objectives, Method, Materi
als, Background, Activity Procedure, Extensions (addi

tional activities). Evaluation, and Referehces. The $10 fee
is waived for those attending a free annual fall workshop.

The activity titles are: Learning to Identify Central Valley
Native Oaks; Collecting and Storing Acorns; What Do

Young Trees Need to Grow?; Caring for Maturing Oak
Trees; Planting Acorns; Nurturing New Oak Trees; Evalu
ating and Appreciating Our Heritage Oaks; Planting
Young Oak Trees; Caring for Young Oak Trees; and Oaks
and the Urban Forest.

Key Descriptors; Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Pro
pagation/ Care, Tree/Plant Identification, Urban Forestry/

Conceptual Categories; 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19,20,21,23,28,30,35,44,46,47,49,50
Resource Provider; Sacramento Tree Foundation,• Edu

cation Coordinator, 1540 River Park Dr., Suite 201, Sac
ramento,CA 95815 USA Ph.916-924-8733
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SEED OF A TREE,^ THE
Material:Foster

Typ«
;'£,dedfor:K^

p,te:
^joage:English
Purchase:S2.00

- --Option; Animated 6-panei U'al! chart for primary
2^1children:Includes
suggestionsfor class projects.

jjy Descriptors:Global Forestry.Tree Growth/Anatomy/
piiysiology

Besource Provider: Manitoba Department of Natural Re
^ces - Forestry Branch. - Communications Coordina
!«, 300-530 Kenaston Blvd.. Winnipeg. Manitoba. R3N
,Z4 Canada Ph.204-945-8238

...^ ,

Address to use to obtain material: CFA of British Colum

bia.410-1200 W.Fender St.. Vancouver.BC V6E 2S9.
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SEEING THROUGH THE TREES

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4-7

Date: 1977

_

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $5.50(Cana
dian dollars)

Length: 50 pages

Description: This unit is designed to add a further dimen
sion to the interaction between children and trees. The
activities included in this book provide a rich series of ex

periments which lead to an indepth understanding of
many aspects of tree ecology, measurement, anatomy,

growth behavior, and an introduction to the classification
of trees.

Key Descriptors: Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology,
Tree/Plant Identification

Conceptual Categories: 17, 22
Resource Provider: Pacific Educational Press, C.J. Anasta

siou, - Executive Director, Faculty of Education, The

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Co
lumbia, V8T 1Z5 C:anada Ph. 604-228-5385
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SEEING THROUGH THE TREES

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4-7
Date: 1977

Language: English Purchase: $5,00 (Canadian) A 20 per
cent^ucational discount is available.

Description: Activities for developing a comprehensive
understanding of trees and their interaction with plants
and animals in the environment.

Key Descriptors: Ecosystems/ Ecology/ Plant Communi
ties, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife

Conceptual Categories: 35, 37,38,39
Resource Provider: University of British Columbia, West
ern Education Development Group, Vancouver, EC V6T
1W5 Canada
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SEQUOIA
Type of Material; Film (color, 16mm). Videotape (VMS,
Beta, 3/4, color)
Intended for: 1-Adult

Date: 1984 Author; Brainard H. Miller

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase; $224.00
(film), $30.00(VMS & Beta)
Rent: $40.00(film)
Length: 14 minutes

Description: To acquaint the viewer with the beauty and
the history of the Giant Sequoia trees in Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Parks, California.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/ Importance, History, Redwoods

Conceptual ^tegories; 1, 11,23,28,34,49
Resource Provider: Point Lobos Productions, Brainard H.
Miller, 20417 Califa St., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 USA
Ph.818-340-4201
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SIMPLY SEEING/FSS 108

Type of Material:Slide Show (audio tape,color)
Intended for: 4-Adult
f

Language: English

Loan: Borrowers pay return mailing cost using the same
method for return as that used to receive the slide show.

Length: 30 minutes 160 frames

Description: A visual awareness program dealing with
ecology. No narration, musical accompaniment.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits' Importance,
General

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service-Film Library,

Instructional Materials Service,• Montana Committee for
the Humaniiicsv University of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812 USA Ph. 406-243-5976, 243-4070
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SINGING TREEr THE

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-6

Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 20 minutes

Description: One hundred school children participate in
the film with singer Billy B. Songs teaching scientific con
cepts about the growth and function of trc^ - such as
photosynthesis, absorption of soil nutrients and water by
roots and the protective role of the bark.

Key Descriptors: Chemistry (oxygen production/ photo

synthesis/ carbon cycle). Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiol
ogy

Conceptual Categories: 18, 19
Resource Provider: California Association of Nurserymen,

Stacy Flynn, 1419 21st St,Sacramento,CA 95814 USA Ph.
916-448-2881
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TAXONOMY OF REPRESENTATIVE TREES/#222

Type of Material:Slide Show (script,color)
Intended for:6-Adult

Date: 1981 Author: Richard V. Kowlcs,, Ph.D.

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S37.95
Length:20 frames

Description: Each transparency in this set shows two im
ages. One gives a full view of the leaves, and the other a

close-up of one or more of the salient identifying charac
teristics of the species. This is a ^ries of common species
from 20 different genera.

^

Accompanied by a detailed printed text 8-12 pages long,
keyed to individual pictures. Also includes wordlist, sug
gested projects and supplemental references, It is not in
tended that every word of text be used, rather that teachers

use what is appropriate for the grade level they arc teach
ing.

Key Descriptors: Diversity/Interdependence,Tree Growth/
Anatomy/ Physiology, Trcc'Plant Identification
Conceptual Categories: 5,9, 10, 11

Resource Provider: Educational Images Ltd., P.O. Box
3456, West Side Station, Elmira, NY 14905 USA Ph.
607-732-1090, 800-527-4264
TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR ARBORnOAY

page 666
Type of Material: Curriculum, Booklet
Intended for: 3
Date: 1988

Copyright: No Language: English
Length: 10 pages

Descnption: This material was developed for third grade
teachers with the cooperation of the Maryland State De
partment of Education, to be used as supplemcnul

source material. Each year the Maryland Forest Park an<i
Wildlife Service gives pine seedlings to Maryland public
school students as an Arbor Day gift. The booklet provides
teachers planting instructions and four activities that cafl

help make Arbor Day more meaningful, Two of the activ
sties have been adapted, with permission, from Project
Learning Tree.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day, Water ,

Conceptual Categories: 23

Resource Provider: Maryland Department of Natural Re

sources, Barbara Rice,- Forest, Park and Wildlife Service,
fawcs State Office Building, Annapolis, MD 21201 USA
Ph.301-974-3776
palge 666
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reaching with trees
Tvoc o( Material: Lesson Plan

Ijitcnded for: K-6

f^nguage* English
free:Single copy

length:30 pages
0e$cripdon* Illustrated sample lesson plans for elementary

ichool teachers.

Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
General, Global Forestry

Resource Provider: Manitoba Department of Natural Re
50urces • Forestry Branch, - Communications Coordina
tor 30^330 Kenaslon Blvd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3N
124 Canada Ph. 204-945-8238

Address to use to obtain material: Novia Scotia Lands Sl
Forests, P.O. Box 68,Truro, N.S. B2N 5B8.
page 669

/

TERRinC TREES

Type of Material: Curriculum
intended for: 3-5

Date: 1985 Author; Cris Fleming

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Length: 10 pages 14 hours

Description: Terrific Trees' is a curriculum on trees for
children aged 8-10, prepared and given at the Audubon
Naturalist Society in Chevy Chase, Maryland. It contains
seven two-hour sessions of activities, games, books,

projects, worksheets, and discussions in a coherent curric
ulum that is designed to encourage children to appreciate
trees.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ha
bitat-Plant and Wildlife, Life Cycle, Tree/Plant Identifica
tion

Conceptual Categories: 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
21,23,24,25,26,27,28,30

Resource Provider: Audubon Naturalist Society, Cris

Fleming,8940 Jones Mill Road, Chevy Chase, MD 20815
USA Ph. 301-652-5964
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THINK LIKE A MOUNTAIN

Typ« of Material: Film (color.16mm,sound)
Intended for: 5-Adult
Date: 1972

Language: English
Loan:To California and Hawaii residents
Length: 28 minutes

Description: This is a picture dealing with rare and endan

gered species of wildlife. It shows the concern of the U.S.
Forest Service,and the management practices used to help

prevent extinction of certain species. Primarily, it is a
niessage to everyone to be concerned about our wildlife.
Geared for television.

Key Descriptors; Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, National For
ests(Including Wilderness)

Conceptual Categories: 34

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service, Region 5 Film

Library, - Audience Planners,Inc., 5107 Douglas Fir Dr.,
Calabasas, CA 91302 USA Ph. 818-884-3100
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THEY'RE ATTACKING MY TREE FORt/08302

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: 4-6

Date: 1972

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Rent: $12.00

Length: 18 minutes

Description: Uses a story built around the treehousc of two
young boys to show how lumbering can be ecologically
sound under certain conditions. Shows the beautiful for

ests of the state of Oregon as company officials, forest
rangers and the boys work out their problems.(Xerox)
Key Descriptors: Ethics/Social Values/ Sociology, Harvest

ing/ Logging,Products/ Human Use/ Industry
Conceptual Categories: 20,35,46,47,49
Resource Provider: University of Wisconsin - Extension,
Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, P.O. Box 2093, Mad

ison, W1 53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888(WI
only)
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THINK TREES BROCHURE

Type of Material: Brochure
Intended for: 4-Adult
Date: 1986

Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: S6.00/l,000
brochures

Free:Single copy
Length:4 pages

Description: This brochure speaks of the importance of
trees to our lives. Discussion of their environmental wd

aesthetic values and the importance of our care for trees
occurs in this brief brochure.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day,Economics, Urban Forestry/Trees
Resource Provider: International Society of Arboriculiufe,
Headquarters^ - Coordinator, Member Services, Leal Park,

303 W. University Avc., P.O. Box 71, Urbana, IL 61801
USA Ph. 217-328-2032
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THIS VITAL EARTH (PART 2 OF LIVING EARTH
SERIES)/SFC 005

Type of Material: Film (black &, white. 16mm,sound)
Intended for: 4-Adult

Date: 1948

Language: English
Loan: Borrowers pay return mailing cost using the same
method for return as that u^d to receive the film.

Length: 10 minutes
Description; Relation of life to its environment is shown

through the balance of plants and animals. Explains that
plant and animal interrelationships are essential to surviv>
al.

Key Descriptors: Diversity/ Interdependence, Ecosystems/
Ecology/ Plant(Communities
Conceptual Categories: 34,35, 46,49

Resource Provider: USDA - Forest Service Film Library,
Instructional Materials Service, - Montana (Committee for

the Humanities, University of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812 USA Ph. 406-243-5976, 243-4070
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TOUCH A TREE

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: K-3
Dates 1983

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S8.00 (Cana
dian)

Len^s 35 pages
Description: This teacher's guide provides a good back
ground in forestry as well as many classroom forestry ac
tivities. An awareness of the forest is fostered through a
number of indoor activities, experiments and games coor
dinated with outdoor activities. An emphasis on the use of
senses is, used to introduce new concepts.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance
Conceptual Categories: 14,23
. r

'

Resource Provider: Pacific Educational Press, CJ. Anasia

siou, - Executive Director. Faculty of Education, The

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Co
lumbia, VST 1Z5 Canada Ph. 604-228-5385
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TREE

Typ< of Material: Film (color, 16mm.sound)
Intended for: 4-7
Date:-1968

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 10 minutes

Description: By observing a tree, we discover an imporunt
concept; living things depend on each other. A film that

suggests the beauty of trees while introducing simple ideas
of ecology.

Key D«criptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance. Eco
systems/ Ecology/ Plant Communities. Life Cycle
Resource Provider; Sacramento County Office of Educa
tion, 9738 Lincoln Village Dr., Sacramento. CA 95827<
USA Ph. 916-366-2571
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TREE(2ND EDmGN)/05014

T)rpe of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-6
Date: 1977

Copyright: Yes Language: English
RcnUSlO.OO

Ungth: 14 minutes

Description: Portrays the ecosystem of a tree and a forest:
wh,leaves, birds, insects, rain, water. Good inquiry film
^th the sound turned off.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/Benefits/Importance, Div
ersity/Interdependence, Habitat-Plant and Wildlife
Conceptual Categories: 11,34. 35

Resource Provider: University of Wisconsin - Extension,
Bureau of Audio Visual Instruciion, P.O. Box 2093, Mad

ison, W1 53701 USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888(WI
only)
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tree(2ND EDIT10N)/4.2454
Language: English
Loan: Available to Sacramento and Yolo County School
Districts which contract for the film/video service.

Description: Please sec same title for complcic informa
tion.

Resource Provider: County Office of Education, Sacra
mento, Dr. Mary Reed, - Media Director, 9738 Lincoln

Village Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827 USA
916-366-4460
TREtCHLtRb

page 695

Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: K-6

Language: English, French
Length: 12 pages

Description: A forest fable that teaches children through
story-teliing how a tree grows and the parts of a
ends with a celebration of trees in a dcciaraiion of

al Forest week where every day is a Silva-Fesi...a fcsti
for trees. Colorful illustrations illuminate the characters
in this delightful story.

Key Descriptors: Arbor Day, Global Forestry,
Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology

Resource Provider: Canadian Forestry Service, 0. ^
Barth, 101 - 15th St., £., Prince Albert, Saskatchcwa •
S6V IGl Canada Ph. 306-764-5627

page 698
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Trpe of Material:Book
jflteiidrii

j^guage:English,French

n^ription: A story set in a kingdom ^^ere people Eiid

JjrS;wonderful things trees can be used for and ways to
after them.

Descriptoi^: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,Pro
p^gation/ Care
source Provider; Department of Natural ^cMurces,
nawn Watson,•
aericton,
NB E3AInformation
4P4 CanadaOfficer.P.O.
gggBox 6000,Fre
tree cheers activity book-

X/p€ of Material; Booklet
InUnded for; 2-6
Date: 1986

Language: English, French
Length: 20 pages

Description: Discover why forests are importaniv how dif
ferent parts of trees are used and much more in this

Ix^klct full of puzzles,science projects and experiments.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits' Importance,
Global Forestry

Resource Provider: Canadian Forestry Service, G. R
Earth. 101 • 15th St., E., Prince Albert, Saskatchewan,
Ph. 306-764-5627

tree cheers Acnvm'book

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 4

Language: English, French

Description; Contains 'weirdV forest facts, drawing exercis
es, wood products, forest types, identification exercises,
planting instructions and word games.
Key Descriptors: Products/ Human Use/ industry. Propa
gation/ Care,Tree/Plant Identification
Resource Provider: Department of Natural Resources,
Dawn Watson,- Information Officer, P.O. Box 6000, Fre
dcricton,.NB E3A 4P4 Canada
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TREE FARM, Ittt/rftWH

Type of Material: Filin (color, 16mni,sound)
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: Eligllsli
Rent: $5,00

Length: 15 minutes

Description: Explains the tree farm program with empha
sis on multiple use and better forests through manage

ment. Shows good points of managed forests comparing a
tree farmer and regular farmer.

Key Descriptors: Management Practices/ Silviculture,
Multiple Use, Propagation/ Carc;^ Woodlands/ Small Lan
downers/ Tree Farmers

Resource Provider: World Forestry Center, Carol Smart, Directbr of Education, 4033 S.W, Canyon Road, Portland,
OR 97221 USA Ph. 503-228-1367
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TREE FINDER

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 3-Adult

Date: 1985 Author: May Theilgaard Watts
Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $2.00
Length:58 pages

Description:Tree Finder is a pocket-sized book contaitt2a|
a key for the identification of all native and introdow
trees of eastern North America. Illustrated with line

ings that show the details necessary for identification, n h
used in elementary and high school classes, college cijssa,
and by adaults.

Key Descriptors: Tree/Plant Ideniification
Conceptual Categories: 1, 5,6, 7, 8,9, 10

Resource Provider: Nature Study Guild Publishers, Ed»*
cation Coordinator, Box 972, Berkeley,CA 94701 USA
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TREE GIANTS,THE

Type of Material: Book
Intended for: 2-6

Date: 1988 Author: Falcon Press

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $4.95 includ
ing postage

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values,Redv/oods

Resource Provider: Save-ihe^Redwoods League, John B.
Dewitt, - Secretary, 114 Sansome Street, Rxn. 605, S*®
Francisco, CA 94104 USA Ph. 415-362-2352
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TREE

A LIVING THING, A

Type of Material; Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: K-3
Date: 1964

Language: English Purchase: Outside the U.S., call or
contact for price quote and shipping fees.
Rent: $14.00

Length: 11 minutes

Description: A boy discovers that a tree, like a plant, grows
from a single seed. Children will learn how and why a
tree's life cycle changes through the seasons, how a tree's
age is determined, and how a tree is fed through photo
synthesis.
Key Descriptors: Chemistry (oxygen production/ photo

synthesis/ carbon cycle). Life Cycle, Tree Growth/ Anato
my/ Physiology

Resource Provider: Cornell University, Carol Doolittle,

Manager Media Services Distribution Center, 7-8 Research
Park,

Ithaca,

607-255-2090

page 709

NY

14850

USA

Ph.

607-255-7660,
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TREE ON THE ROAD TO TURNTOWN/4-2453

Type of Material: Film (color,sound)
Intended for: K-3

Date; 1962

Copyright: Yes Language: English
Loan: Available to Sacramento and Yolo County School
Districts which contract for the film/video service.
Length:7 minutes

Description: The story of a large oak tree, beginning as an
acorn and ending in a sawmill where it becomes lumber
for building a house.

Key Descriptors: Harvesting/ Logging, Life Cycle, Prod
ucts/ Human Use/ Industry. Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Phys
iology

Conceptual Categories: 19, 20,46
Resource Provider: County Office of Education, Sacra

mento, Dr. Mary Reed, - Media Director, 9738 Lincoln
Village Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827 USA Ph.
916-366-4460
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TREE TIPS FOR KIDS

Type of Material: Brochure.Poster
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description; This combination brochure/poster I'sts^
easy things kids can do to help the trees in their neightjor
hoods. Lists the benefits of trees in neighborhoods.

Key Descriptors: Propagationy Care, Tree/Plant Identifica
tion, Urban Forestry/ Trees

Resource Provider: New York Street Tree Consortium. 3
West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001 USA
212-679-4481

page 718
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TREE through THE SEASONS,A;#30088

Type of Material:Teacher's Packet or Kit
Intended for: K-2

Date: 1985

*00 o< j.

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: 5-8.95 +
S4.25 postage & handling

Description: See how an apple tree grows and changes
throughout the year. What happens during each season.
Parts of the tree and their functions...leaves that make
food, roots that hold the tree in place, and fruit that pro
tects the seeds. Each skill building kit contains 30 copies
of a student booklet, activity sheets to reinforce lessons, a
Teacher's Guide with background information and sug

gested followrup projects,a read-along narration tape, and
library caulog cards.

Key Descriptors: Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology
Resource Provider: National Geographic Society. Wendy

Rogers.- Promotion and Educational Services Dept., 17th
&' M Streets, Washington, DC 20036 USA Ph.
800-368-2723
.^
.•
Address to use to obtain material: National Geographic

Society,Educ.Services, Dept.88,Washington,DC 20036
page 718

TREE-MAN'S BEST FRIEND,THE/ED.

Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: 4-Aduit

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Useful for Arbor Day
Key Descriptors; Appreciation/ Benefits' Importance, Ar
bor Day

Resource Provider; Cooperative Extension, Mississippi
State Unjversity, - Leader, Extension Forestry, P.O. Box
5446, Mississippi State, MS 39762 USA Ph. 601-325-3150
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TREES• UNIT A/C0750

Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: 4-6

Language: English Purchase: S.49/ca.

"Description: A 4.H Forestry Program member manual that
leaches all about trees and forests.

Resource Provider: 4-H Service Department, Colson Com*
paiiy, 901 N. Main St., Paris,IL 61944 USA
TREES^JOY FOREVER

page 722
Type of Material: Booklet, Politics/ Law
Intended for: 4-6
Author: Ott and Kneale

Language: English
Free: Yes

Length: 11 pages

Description: This play shows how Arbor Day began as a
holiday with the efforts of J. Sterling Morton in 1872.(In
cluded in Celebrate Arbor Day! publication.)

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day, Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology, History

Resource Provider: National Arbor Day Foundation, The,
Celebrate Arbor Day!, 100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska

City, NE 68410 USA Ph. 402-474.5655
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TREEPEOPLE'S

ENVIRONMENTAL

EDUCATION

PROGRAM FOR SCHOOLS

Type of Material: Cufriculum, Education Facility (indoor
8c outdoor)

.

Intended for: K-12
Date: 1988

Language: English Purchase: Donation
Length:3 hours

Description: Curriculum includes 'ecotour' of nature trails
and education center at TreePcople's 45-acrc park head

quarters, slide show, guided imagery stories and games in
classroom or assembly hall setting.
Key Descriptors: Comprehensive
Conceptual Categories: 35, 44, 46

Resource Provider: TreePeopie, Katie Lipkis, Develop
ment Director, 12601 Mulholland Dr., Beverly Hills, CA
90210 USA Ph. 818-769-2663
Address to use to obtain material: Bruce Flint, Education
Coordinator
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TREES FOR A'MORE LIVEABLE ENVIRONMENT

Type of Materaai: Pamphict
Intended for: K-6

Language:English
Free:Single copy
Length: 16 pages

Description: An activities booklet on city trees. One copy
is free to teachers.

Key Descriptors: Urban Forestry/ Trees
Resource Provider: Gievron Chemical G)rnpany - Public

Affairs Dept., P.O. Box 3744, San Francisco, CA 94119
USA
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trees every boy and girl should know
Type of Material: Book
Intended for: K-6

Language: English Purchase: $4.50 ea. ($.65/book for

postage), $4.05 ca, AFA member,$3.40 ca. bulk
Description: Written by members of the American Fores

try As^iation staff
Written by members of the American Forestry Association
staff, this book describes and illustrates 91 of the most
common American trees. The leaves or needles and fruit
of each tree arc pictured. With this flexible covered guide,
1 child will be able to identify trees and find answers to
many questions about the forest.

Key Descriptors: Tree/Plant Identification
Resource Proyider: American Forestry Association, Debo

rah Gangioff, - Director of Communications, P.O. Box
2000, Washington,DC 20013 USA Ph. 202-667-3300
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I5EES ARE WONDERFUL
fype of Material:Chart
Intended for: K-Adult
author:A.R. Bond
tJfigwngc: English
l^gth: 1 page
pescription:This 8-1/2 X 11 inch page,typed informational
jljeet lists 5 things trees and forests do for the environ
0cnu Could be used in celebrating Arbor Day.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Ar
bor Day

Q^nceptual Categories:30, 32, 35
gesourcc Provider: Weyerhaeuser Company, Gloria Par
ish, - Publications, Box A-74, Tacoma, WA 98401 USA
Ph, 206-924-2656
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trees I1I«ET #252

Type of Material: Slide Show (script, color)
Intended for; 6-Adult

Author: Gale Koschmann Bclinky and Charles R. Belinky,. Ph.D.
Einguage: English Purchase: $37.95
Ungth: 20 frames

Description: Similar to Trees I and II but different trees:

sycamore;sweet gum; white, yellow, paper block and gray
birch; ailanthus; honey locust; black locust;sourwood.

Accompanied by a detailed printed text 8-12 pages long,
keyed to individual pictures. Also includes wordlist, sug
gested projects and supplemental references. It is not in
tended that every word of text be used, rather that teachers

use what is appropriate for the grade level they are teach
inj.

Key Descriptors: Habitat-Plant and Wildlife, Products/
Human Use/ Industry, Tree/Plant Identification
Conceptual Categories: 11, 20.22

Resource Provider; Educational Images Ltd., P.O. Box
3456, Westside Station, Elmira, NY 14905 USA Ph
407-732-1090. 800-527-4264
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TREES OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA
Type of Material:Poster
Intended for: 3-12

Author: National Audubon Society

•Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: S5.00 plus
shipping.

Description: Full-size poster illustrating trees of Western
North America. Color poster includes tree sillhouette,

close-up ofleaves,and se^s or cones. Great teaching tool.

Key Descriptors: Tree Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology,
Tree/Plant Identification

Conceptual Categories: 1, 10,11, 12, 18, 22,23,24, 25, 26,
28.32

Resource Provider: Audubon Society, Richardson Bay
Audubon Center and Sanctuary, 376 Greenwood Cove

Rd.,Tiburon,CA 94920 USA Ph.415-388-2524
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trees
of
the
STATES/#48-279S

southwestern

united

type of Material: Slide Show (script,color)
Intended for: 6-Adult
Language: English Purchase: S33.40
Length: 20 frames

Description: A presentation of the more common tree

species found in this large portion of the United States.
ITie range, size and habit of each specimen arc discussed.

Id a portable slide file. Includes a printed guide.
Key Descriptors: Tree/Plant Identification
Conceptual Categories:5,9, 10

Resource Provider: Carolina Biological Supply Company,
Robert E. Mize,- Audio-Visual Developer, P.O. Box 1059'
Burlington, NO 27215 USA Ph. 919-226-6000'
800-334-5551, 800-632-1231(NC)
Address to use to obtain material: 2700 York Road, Bur

lington, NC 27215, OR: Carolina Biological Supply Co
Box 187, Gladstone, OR 97027.
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TREES SHARE .,,UNSELFISHLY,

Type of Material: Pamphlet
Intended for: K-S

Date: 1986 Author: Walter E. Dagcs
Gopyright: No Language: English
Free: Yes

Length:6 pages

Description: A pamphlet describing the benefits of trees in

a manner easily conveyed to young people. It also explores
the relationships trees have with soiU water, wildlife and

ecologyo A vocabulary list comes with the pamphlet to aid
in introducing advanced words that occur in the text.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Tree
Growth/ Anatomy/ Physiology. Urban Forestry/ Trees
Conceptual Categories:6, 8, 20, 22,23,30, 32,33,46,47

Resource Provider: Bartlett Tree Experts, W.E, Dagcs,
Public Relations Director, P.O. Box 3067, Stamford, CT
06905 USA Ph. 203-323-1131

P^ge 737

TREES TO PAPER/6C

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound)
Intended for: 3-10

Language: English
Loan: Yes

Length: 10 minutes

Description: Steps involved in the papermaking industry
from planting seedlings to actual puipwood paper.
For use by Indiana schools and groups.

Key Descriptors: Products' Human Use/ industry, Propa
gation/ Care

Resource Provider: Indiana Dcparimcnt of Natural Re

sources, James Parham,608 State Capitol Bldg., Indianap
olis,IN 46204 USA Ph. 317-232-4200
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(jpWlTH TREES
of Material: Book

Intended for:4-6

pate: 1988 Author: New Yort City Department of Parks

Copyright: No Language: English Purchase: S.50 ca.,or 35
for 514,00,or lOO for S30.00

Pcscription: Description of urban trees for young readers
or teachers' lesson.

jCcy Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefns/ importance, Ha
bitat-Plant and Wildlife, Tree/Plant Identification, Urban
forestry/Trees

gcsource Provider: City of New York Department of Parks
tnd Recreation, Gordon Helman, The Arsenal, 830 5th
Avenue, Rrn. 203, New York, NY 10021 USA
Address to use to obtain material: Address correspondence
to either 1) Horticulture, 2) Forestry, or 3) Natural Re
sources Group.
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Upland development program

Type of Material: Brochure
Intended for: K-AduIt

Language: English

Description: A primer of the upland program of the Forest

Management Bureau. It is intended for students of all ages.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,
General, Management Practices/ Silviculture
Conceptual Categories: 34, 35,36, 37, 38,40
*

■

Resource Provider: Bureau of Forest Development, Cirilo

B. Serna, Ministry of Natural Resource, Diliman Quezon
City, Philippines
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WALK IN THE WOODS,A/08752

Type of MaUrial:Film (color,16mm,sound)

,

Intended for: K-6
Date:1972

Copyright: Yes Language;English
Rent:$6.00

Length:5 minutes

Description: Accompanies a young boy as he walks in a
woods and encounters signs of litter, pollution, and scars

left behind by man. Shows facial expressions for feeling
the boy has and his satisfaction when he plants some
acorns in a final sequence(Coronet).

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Appreciation/
Benefits/ Importance, Ethics/ Social Values/ Socioloev
Hardwoods

Conceptual Categories: 7, 19,20,44, 45, 47,49

Resource Provider: University of Wisconsin - Extension,
Bureau of Audio VisualTnstruction, P.O. Box 2093, Mad

ison, WI 5370! USA Ph. 608-262-3902, 800-362-6888 fWl
only)
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WE ALL NEED TREES/TREE TRIVIA
Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K-Adult

Language: English
Length:2 pages

*

Description: One side of this 17 x 22 inch poster is brightly
colored and shows many products that come from the for
est. The other side is Tree Trivia which lists 23 little
known facts related to trees and forests with cartoon
drawings demonstrating some key facts. Could be used to

brighten a classroom in celebration of Arbor Day.
Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance Ar
bor Day,Products/ Human Use/ Industry
c
Conceptual Categories:2,6,46

Resource Provider: Weyerhaeuser Company, Gloria Par
ish, - Publications, Box A-74, Tacoma, WA 98401 USA
Ph.206-924-2656
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WHAT AM I BID FOR THE TREE

Type of Material: Film (color, 16mm,sound). Videotape
(VMS,color)
Intended for; 4-Adult.

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase; $210.00
(Australian) for film + postage/air freight, $126,00 (Aus
tralian)for VHS + postage/air freight
Length: 11 minutes

Description: A highly delightful and original piece in
which a cantankerous old auctioneer uses every approach
he can think of to interest his clients in the tree. Played by

veteran actor James Bailey, the auctioneer becomes in
turn a magician, a school teacher, a spiv, an architect, a

gardener, a counsel for defense and a gentleman from a
past age. It is both entertaining and enlightening.
Key Descriptors: Apprcciationy Benefiis/ Importance, Eth
ics/ Social Valueis/ Sociology

Resource Provider: M.B. Oldfield & Sons,3 Over Avenue,
Lesmurdie 6076,Western Australia Ph.(09)291-6619
Address to use to obtain material: Or Marketing Division,

Tasmanian Film Corp., Suite 302, 107 Walker St., North

Sydney. NSW 2060,Ph.(02)922-7761 or 922-7692,
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WHAT IS A FOREST/FS 1004

Type of Material: Film Strip (audio tape, color). Video
tape
Intended for: K-6

Copyright: Yes Language: English Purchase: $44,95 film
strip, $49.95 videocassetie
Length: 74 frames

Description: A poetic presentation, beautifully photo
graphed, that introduces the elementary student to the va
riety of experiences to be enjoyed in a forest. Helps devel
op both an aesthetic appreciation of forests at various
seasons and an increased awareness of many details of for

est life. Could be used to show an appreciation for trees in
preparing for Arbor Day.
Includes 13-page Teacher's Guide.

Key Descriptors: Amenity/ Cultural Values, Arbor Day,
Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance,Life Cycle
Conceptual Categories: 38,47

Resource Provider: Educational Images Ltd., P.O. Box
3456, Wcstside Station, Elmira, NY 14905 USA Ph.
607-732-1090,800-527-4264
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WHAT IS A TREE?(QU'EST-CE QU'UN ARBRE?)
Type of Material: Poster
Intended for: K-Adult
Date: 1975

Language: English, French
Free: Yes

Description: An 8-1/2 x 11 inch poster, stylized tree

made up by a list of the various products and usesf
trees.

Key Descriptors: Global Forestry, Products/ Human Use/
Industry

Resource Provider: Manitoba Department of Natural ReBranch,.- Communications Coordina^

tor, 300-,530 Kcnaston Blvd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3N
1Z4 Canada Ph. 204-945-8238

Address to use to obtain material: Canadian Forestry As
soc., 185 Somerset St. W.,Otuwa,Ontario K2P 0J2.
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^ WHAT IS A TREE?/4.|867
Type of Material: Film (color,sound)
Intended for; K-3

Date: 1968

Copyright: Yes Language:English

Loan: Available to Sacramento and Yolo County School
Districts which contract for the film/video service.
Length: 7 minutes

'

Description: A verbal and visual poem. Peter,a young boy
who lives in Connecticut,observes the various trees of his

neighborhood in winter, spring, summer, and autumn,
and learns that they are an endless source of products use
ful to people. Shows the beauty of trees through the four
seasons.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ Importance, Qi
mate. Products' Human Use/ Industry, Urban Forestry/
Trees

Conceptual Categories: 9.46,47

Resource Provider: C:punty Office of Education, Sacra
mento. Dr. Mary Reed, - Media Director, 9738 Lincoln
Village

Drive. Sacramento. CA

916-366-4460
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YOUR FABULOUS FRIEND/ED,

Type of Materiah Pamphlet
Intended for: 4-Adult

Language: English
Free: Yes

Description: Useful for Arbor Day.

Key Descriptors: Appreciation/ Benefits/ importance, Ar»
bor Day
Resource Provider: Cooperative Extension, Mississippi

State University, - Leader, Extension Forestry, P.O. B<a
5446, Mississippi State, MS 39762 USA Ph. 601-325-3150
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YOUR ENVIRONMENT- YOUR LIFE

Type of Material: Booklet
Intended for: 6-Adult

Language: English
Description: Explains the importance of caring for the en
vironment in which we all live for the basic needs of air,

water,food and shelter. Included is a 2-panei drawing of a
tree asking''What is in a tree?' and 'You can do some
thing!'
Key Descriptors: Ethics/ Social Values/ Sociology, General,
Global Forestry
Resource Provider: Volunteer Resources, Steve Hobbs,

Director, 5L Hemlock Cres S.W.. Calgary, Alberta T3C
2Z2 Canada

Address to use to obtain material: Uganda Red Cross Soci
ety, P.O. Box 494, Kampala, Uganda, East Africa, Tel,
258701/2.
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